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Mc-Nab- b,

the constithing, lie prcs:-ntcN. M.
and
of
tution and laws
set of
a
and
State Association
13
Locals,
bylaws suitable for
chat
ter
bean growers signed as
numbers for a Local here and
the bylaws were adopted.
Owing to the fact that only a
few of the bean growers were
present the charter list was left
open and may be signed at any
time before the organization is
d

completed.
chesen
11. V. Boulware was
temporary Chairman and Irvin
Ogden Sr,a3 temporarp Sec'y.
The first meeting will be called
Saturday Sept. 7th at 2. 30, P. M.

at Judge Foster's

office

in

Roy

when permanent officers will be
elected and the local put to work
under the direction of the State
Association. '
Mr. McEabb and the Ass't.
County Agt from Clayton organized a Local at,Mills and expected to have : cue at Mosquero,
Logan and Nara Visa and also
work ud interest in towns tributary to them.
Those who wish to become
members may sign up at the
office at any time before Sept. 7
Prof. Trumbull will be invited
to attend the prelminary meeting
which will be a real event and
should be attended by every man
who raises beans.
S--
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Registration Day
Remember the Registration of
all young men coming 21 years of
age since June 5, 1918 will be
heldatJudgh Foster's office in
Roy Saturday August 24th.
All such young men are required to register wherever it is
most convenient for them.
Registry may be made from 7
A. M. to 9. P. M. on that day.
R. C. GRUNIG, Registrar.
All male persons who have

tained their

at-

birtht
5th, 1918 and on or

twenty-firs-

day since June

of the

before the
present month, will register on
beSaturday'the twenty-fourt- h
tween seven and nine. This re- gistrationshould not be confused
with the one which will take
twenty-fourt- h

place in September. The purpose

A reception

and social was
given at the new Baptist Church
in Roy Wednesday evening in
honor of Prof. J. E. Russell and
family as a farewell on the eve
of their departure for their new
home in Texas.
Almost everybody was there
and the young people had a
great time in which their elders
joined at times. Ice Cream and
cake was served to finish with
and all had a big time. The
Russells can but know that they
are appreciated here and we
hope they may find as good
friends in theirnew home.
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Will Mitchell and wife returned Monday from a 2,500 mile
trip throngh Kansas, Oklahoma,
Arkansas and Missouri,. They
were travelling for the benefit of
Mrs. Mitchell's health and she!
has been greatly benefitted.
They visited friends and re';;-- ;
tive3 in many places Mr. Mitchell
tells us they found it as dry in
most of the places visited as it
was here last spring and summer
They had a good crop of small
grain crop but corn and full
crops are all burned up,
Mr. Mitchell
is thoroughly
convinced there is no better
place to farm than.rightherein
New Mexico and believes anyone who isdissatisfid should go
away and seec onditions elsewhere before cutting lopse here.
lie believes nine out of ten
will cr.ne back.
.

,

New Methodist Preacher

must e&i

Rev. S. W. Marble, of Albuquerque' who is tobe our Metho-- '
dist Pastor here, preached two
very interesting sermons Sunday
r v
and finnonnced that tho Presiding Elder would be here
f.:-;tUmteq
States Food Administration
1st. in the morninj for Quarterly
Conference. Rev. Marble has a
very plensing personality and
his terso, fore if ul manner of dc- Unció Sam Needs Workers
livern g his message and &to
ping short, so that you can t
- 'Washington's telegram call
to
Torget it, is very "practical and AT MILLS M.
E. C1IUSCH New Mexro is for the stnta pracwill, we are sure, be popular.
FRIDAY NIGHT, AUG.23 tically t ) double its quota cf
lie is remaining here and get
Benefit School Pian Fund
who are to
ting acquainted with the cond
to work wiih
4'.nd
started
lions and people oí the mes:i and
the
possible
delay.
least
we trust, he will become one of Song
Ruby, Roy and Edna
Tbe original quota was for 585
Cunningham,
us fo'- as long as Meihouisl
increased to 1140 men.
men,'
preacher!, are allowed to stay in
Reading
Thelma'
Cochrane,
recruiting
men for GoverIn
a places
nment
must b borne
it
service,
Vocal Solo
Clara Martin
constantly
mind
in
that men are
U. S. Fostoffifie Inspector' Mr,
Reading
Alice Jackson
to
uot
be taken from farms,
Abrams, who has succeeded Q
a,nd mines v. tU term
M. Hood ia this, district, .visited Vocal Solo
Clyde Hooper '
"farms" is to include the allied
the Central Accounting office a
Reading
Martie Albertson industries of stock, cattle, sheep
ivoy inursaay. lie is wen pleas
and hog raising
ed with the oifice.
Vocal Solo
Ruth Martin
Mora county's quota is 47 men.
Reading
Lsonc Porter
A story was circulated here
Wife Goes With Him
this week that Noah Trujillo, a Song
Male Quartette
Roy boy had been killed or woun
Cristoval Valdez, of La3 Vegas
Musical Recitation Ethel Harper
ded in action in France. We are
of Casimiro Gonzalez
glad to record that the report is Song
Roy, Ruby and Edna has been visiting here with his
unfounded and that, so far, al
Cunningham
wife this week. They went to
our bovs are safe and well.
Tuesday to visit their
Mosquero
Pantomime The Holy City
uncle Malaquias Baca and family
Ruth Martiu
Friday is to be the Old Settlers
Mr. Valdez is called to the
Chalk
Talk
Rev. O. W. Hearn
nenie ai rieasant v iew, it is
army and will go to Little Rock,
Male Quartett
to be modified somewhat from Song
Ark, next week.
His wife will
Marie Cochrane
the former aspirations on account Reading
accompany him and has registerClara Martin
of necessary conservation but Vocal Solo
ed for Nurses Training. Both
'
Solo
Piano
Ruth Harper
bring your basket and come any
are
and eager to
Male Quartett
way. There will be plenty to Song
do their share in the cause of
Admission:-- 25
interest you and instruct as well
and 15c Uncle Sam in the war.
as a good chance to meet and
visit and compare notes with
your neighbors.
i
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solano was
called to Mora Tuesday on County
Board business. He returned
Wednesday, stopping an Las
Vegas to visit his mother who is
there with relatives. She has
been ill and Mr. Trujillo took her
to Vegas last week where she
could have better care than on
the ranch. We were tempted to
let our work go and accept his
invitation to accompany him on
this ' trip but rough roads,
chances of more rain and mud
and a stack of work ahead all
combined to make us deny our- -

of the present registration being
to enable the various Counties to
furnish their allotments of troops
to be entrained during the month
of September.
self the trip."
T. C. Nutter, late of Madrid,
The Round-u- p
at Tucumcari
N. M. has been visiting at the
has
week
tbis
quite a
attracted
on
home
N.
Nutter
J.
parental
Roy
peopie
among
number
of
past
Roy
week
the
near
the ranee
in
those
Mrs.
attendance
are
baby.
He
has
wife
and
with his
Mrs.
Hrines
Fan
Dietterich,
big
position
with
a
resigned his
business concern at Madrid and Misses Mary and Gladys Hern,
will goto St. George, Utah, next Miss Helen Russel,
It Í3 reported that a Troop
week to take care of a big cattle
train would pass thru Tucumcari
ranch for his uncle.
The ranch is 50 by 100 mile3 with a number of our boys from
of cattle. Ft Bliss. Mr. and Mrs. F. W.
and graze3 18,000 head
'
Mr. Nutter shows the effects Wendland went in the hope of
of the close indoor job he has seeing their son Chris, Dick
been filling and finds it better to Dietterich was also expected on
get out in open. He sold his car this train,
here and will make the rest of Melville Floorsheim, went to
Tucumcari to play with the Band
the trip on the train.
taking
to
his
there for the Round-u- p
him
follow
will
The
him!
with
drums
his
as usual.
S--
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Home Again'

Bean Growers Farewell Receptn
Tho meeting of the Dean
Growers of Roy advertised last
week was held at the Schoolhpuse
Tuesday evening, about thirty
farmers were present and listned
to an address by Mr. C. A.
field agent of the U. S.
who is
Bureau of Markets,
AgriculM.
N.
the
working with
the
through
and
ture College
organize
locals
County Agents to
of the State Dean Growers Association. Ho presented the
matter of marketing pinlo beans
as it is known from a nation-vid- e
standard in all lines of production
and emphasized the necessity for
to succeed .in any-

Make Good Your Pledge
Our Soldiers in the Trenches
Are Making Good Theirs,
Can You Do Less?

Pearl Matthews, sister to
Edgar Floersheim who has
been visiting here for several
weeks returned to her home in
Wagon Mound Wednesday to get
ready f:r 'School this fall.
She mad i many pleasant ac
quaintances and friendships here.
Mi s

Mrs.

Miss Merrill, a sister to Mrs.
C. Lv Wensell, is a. guest at the

Wensell home. She recently re
turned from Missouri and will
teach again in the High School
at Carrizozo. where she taught
last year.

Father's Day

Í

Father's Day w.ts a lig succcs3
spite of the inclement weather
which ir.Jerfered with the nhjht
program. ihe services at the
chv.rc-were cairicd cut as
r.r.d tho bigciinr.er ferved
in

by the Iadiea :,t th-- Red Crojs
was well patronized. The
prucaiiou in the afternoon from
the church to the new rectory
and the dedication service attract
ed a large crowd.
The rain in
the evening prevented the barbecue supper at the rectory but it
was served at the hall. An immense crowd spent the evening
at the hall and had a fine time in
spite of the rain and mud.
Financially the whole affair
was a success and the exchequer
of the building fund received a
substantial boost.
The piano for the program at
the Rectory was furnished by
Mrs.G. l. Abernathy, and many
protestant people assisted in
making
the event a success.
The guests from other town3
and the musical talent and
speakers all made a good impression on Roy people as we
trust we also appeared at our
best to them.
The work on the Sisters house
is progressing more rapidly now
that all the force can be at work
on it and it Kalso will soon ba
ready for occupancy.
.

J. E. Russél and wife drove to
Mosquero on a business mission
Tuesday. He came very near being sentto tjiearmy on"Y"work
bit had to m,iss it in order to get
packed and inoyed to their new
home in Texas. They will leave
this week. Jess reports his last
trip in the. insurance business
the best yet.

Elmer E. Veerder wife and
two little daughters, enjoyed
the.'r visit here on Fathers Day
even tho 'it did rain. They were
guests at theF. A. Roy home
and met many local people. Mrs.
Veeder is an ideal wife for a
man who aspires to political
honors and we hope and bolieve
Mr. and Mr3. T. L. Courtney,the result of the election this
are
the proud parents of a fine,
fall will make her hostess in the
boy since Aug. 13th. He is
baby
Governor's mansion in Santa Fe.
the third big, husky boy to come
Wallace Chadderdon, formerly to this home and. while the'
homesteader here, now of Acra parents hope they will never be"
N. Y. will read of his friends on needed forsoldiers they will expect them to defend their
the Mesa another yecr in the
Country and fight for Liberty if
and sends tho price this week.
it should be necessary. This
child
arrives in time to see great
Dr. Gibbsand family returned
things
accomplished by the
Friday from Colorado Springs,
civilization
that is beginning.
lhey missed the Polly at
French and came down in a car
Mrs. Kate Dunbar returned to
arriving in the evQning 'after
hard trip and getting stuck but Tucumcari Sunday where she
will finish her work, in the
once in the mud.
Tucumcari Hospital and go to
California
soon on a vacation
'Y" Workers Wanted
visit.
E. C. Wade, Jr. of El Paso
Texas has recently been appoint
E. E. Henery the stucco artist
ed secratary of the Buread of and plasterer who is doing all the
Personnel of the Y. M. C. A. and work in these lines in Roy, is
a
given supervision of the recruit new member of our large family
ing of men from New Mexico of readers. He is
especially
Arizona, and west Texas for proud of the
o
finish
service overseas with the Y. M. he has just finished on
Fred
C. A. Never before has he Brown's new residence,
which
Army Y.M. C. A. been so under- is the classiest work
ever done in
staffed as it is the present time. town. He still has a lot of work
With more than 1,000,000 here and will remain for some
American boys overseas in addi time.
detion to the
mands being made for our help
It dont go bad to sell wheat
by the Allied governments. It is for 1.90 when you are compelled
imperative that every effort be to but it does reach thru when
made to secure the men needed you go to buy seed wheat at $2.25
for our service.
in order to get in the game
The Y. M. C. A. has immediate again. Maybe some time we
need for 30 men for Russia, 50 will all learn to keep enough
for
physical directors for Italy and seed instead of trusting to Provi
1,000 men for the American dence to provide.
Expeditionary Force in France,
The few men who kept their
iesiaes uiese, mere is more last years wheat in spite of the
than urgent demand for skilled pressure used to make them
auto
mechanics.
The word market it, are public benefactors
comes from New York that the by- reason of the seed they have
lack of good mechanics is endan saved against this emergency.
gering all our operations. I there
fore appeal to the business and
Stan. Rychlewski has supplied
professional men of New Mexico mnay of his neighbors with
Arizona and west Texas to come seed wheat from his this years
the aid of this all important war crop which was the best around
work. '
here. He sold it all at $2.10
h:

-
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white-stucc-

When you bought your War Savings
Stamps, you agreed to let Uncle Sam have
the money for Five Years. He has spent
that money for a Gun which has been
placed in the hands of a Soldier who is Fight
ing for you.
Dont take the Gun from that Soldier, s
hands by demandining that Uncle Sam cash
your Stamps now.
,

HOLD YOUR WAR SAVINGS STAMPS.

It is an Unpatriotic Act to cash your
Stamps except in case of dire necessity.
Keep faith with with the Boys at the Front.
Let Uncle Sam have your dollars as he
.

--

needs the.

KEEP YOUR PLEDGE

7T

BUY MORE STAMPS

Roy Trust & Savings Bank,
Floersheim Mercantile Co.
Roy Trading Co.

ever-increasi-

THE

8PANISH-AMERICA-

when he's lunched comfortably at

ASTIIMADOR

home."

Tm quite

North of

Fifty-Three

CHAPTER

XIV

vf

A Co.)

feelings.

Continued.

But Bill was blandly

undis-

turbed.

13

"You don't need to look so horri"If money meant that we would be
compelled to lead the sort of exist- fied," he drawled. "I'm going straight
ence most of these people do," he re- to bed, little person. Scold not, nor
torted, "I'd take measures to be broke fret. William will be himself again
ere yet the morrow's sun shall clear
m soon as possible."
the horizon. Let us avoid recrimina"You're awful !" Hazel commented.
tion. Good night"
Bill snorted again.
A week or so later be became sudTomorrow, you advise our hostess
that we're traveling," he Instructed. denly and unexpectedly active. He
'WliPn we come back we'll make head- left the house as soon as his break
quarters at a hotel until we locate a fast was eaten, and he did not come
piar of our own If you are sure you home to luncheon a circumstance
which irritated Hazel, since It was one
wnnt to winter here."
Uer mind was quite mude up to of those rare days when she herself
spnd the winter there, and she frank- lunched at home. Late In the after
ly said so provided he had no other noon he telephoned briefly that be
They had to winter some- would dine downtown. And when be
choice.
where.
did return, et nine or thereabouts In
"Oh, yes, I suppose so. All right; the evening, be clamped a cigar bewe'll winter here," Bill acquiesced. tween his teeth, and fell to work cov
ering a sheet of paper with Intermin
"That's settled."
And. as was his habit when he had able rows of figures.
re"What Is all the clerical work
come to a similar conclusion, he
"Reckoning
fused to talk further on that subject, about?" she Inquired.
but fell to speculating Idly on New your assets and liabilities?"
BUI smiled and pushed aside the
In which he was presently
Fork.
and abetted by Tlazel, who had paper.
"I'm going to promote a mining comnever Invaded Manhattan, nor, for that
pany," he told her, quite casually. "It
mntter, nny of the big Atlantic cities.
New York, she was constrained to has been put up to me as a business
admit, rnther overwhelmed her. She proposition and I've got to the stage
where I have to do something, or Til
traversed Broadway and other
arteries, and felt a trifle dubi- sure have the Willies."
She overlooked the latter statement;
ous amid the unceasing crush. Bill
piloted her to famous cafes, and to It conveyed no special significance at
equally famous theaters. She made the time. But his first statement
sundry purchases In magnificent shops. opened up possibilities such as of late
of sights she had sincerely hoped would come
The huge conglomeration
and sounds made an unforgettable Im- to pass, and she was all interest
"Promote a mining company?" she
pression upon her. She sensed keenly
the colossal magnitude of It all. But repeated. "That sounds extremely
sho felt a distinct wave of relief when businesslike. How when where?"
"Now here In Granville," he rethey were Granville bound once more.
In a week they were settled com- plied. "You see," he continued, wannfortably In a domicile of their own-f- ive ing up a bit to the subject "when I
apartment was prospecting that creek where we
rooms In an
house. And since the social demands mnde the cleanup last summer I
d
quarts lead
on Mrs. William WagstafTe time grew ran across a
apace, a capable maid and a cook were I packed out a few samples In my
added to the Wagstaff establishment pockets, and I happened to show them
Thus she was relieved of the onus of as well as one or two of the nughousework. Her time was wholly her gets to some of these fellows at the
own. at her own disposal or Bill's, as club a while back. Lorlmer took a
piece of the quartz and had It assayed.
(the elected.
But by Imperceptible degrees they It looms up as something pretty big.
came to take diverse roads In the swirl So be and Brooks and a couple of
of life which had caught them up. other fellows want me to go ahead
and organize and locate a group of
There were so many little woman
where a man was superfluous. claims In there. Twenty or thirty
There were others which BUI flatly re- thousand dollars capital might make
fused to attend. "Hen parties," he 'era all rich. Of course, the placer
end of It will be the big thing while
iliiblied them. More and more he
the lode is being developed. Getting
at home with his books.
the start Is easy. These fellows I've
herself
caught
Hazel
Sometimes
wondering If they were getting as talked to are dead anxious to get in."
"But" her knowledge of business
much out of the holiday as tey should
have gotten, as they had planned to methods suggested a difficulty "you
Ket when they were struggtlrg through can't sell stock In a business that has
that Interminable winter. She was. no real foundation yet Don't you
Rut nnt mil. If she ventured to give have to locate those claims first?"
"Wise old head ; you have the Idea,
a tea, he fled the house as It from the
plague. lie made acquaintances of his all right." He smiled. "But this Is
I
ikwn men from Ood only knw where. not a
proposition.
Individuals who occasionally filled the wouldn't be In on it if it were, believe
dainty apartment with malodorous to- me. It's to be a corporation, where
bacco fumes, and who would cheer- not to exceed six men will own all the
fully sit up all night discoursing
stock that's Issued. And so far as
on nnv sublect'under the sun. the claims are concerned, I've got
But so long as Bill found Granville Whltey Lewis located in Fort George,
hiibltuble she did not mind.
and I've been burning the wires and
Shu wished ferventlv that Bill Wt.uld spending a bundle of real money getHe has got four
take up some business thut .would keep ting him
men besides himself all ready to hit
the trail as soon as I give the word."
"You won't have to go?" she put In
world-know-

n

te

stock-Jobbin- g

ear-npat- iv

grub-stake-

quickly.
"It Isn't necessary, at this particular stage of the
game. But I wouldn't mind popping
a whip over a good string of dogs.
Just the same."
she shivered Involuntarily. "Four hundred miles across that
g
deep suow, through that steady,
caid. I don't envy them the
Journey."
She came over and stood by him,
playfully rumpling his brown huir with
her fingers.
"I'm glad you've found something
energy of yours
to loose that pent-u- p
"
on,
she said. "You'll make
a success of It. I know, I don't see,
why you shouldn "make a"success of
any kind of business. But I didn't
think you'd ever tuckle business. You
have such peculiar views about busi
ness and business practice."
"I despise the ordinary business
ethic," he returned shnrply. "But I
can exploit the resources of nature.
And that Is my plan. If we make
money it won t be nicnea oy a com'
plex process from the other fellow's
pockets ; it won't be wealth created by
shearing lambs In the market by
sweatshop labor, or adulterated food,
or exorbitant rental of filthy dealing
with. I'm not overly anxious to get
Into It with them. But It promises
action of some sort and I have to
do something till spring."
That brief phrase
In the spring
set Hazel to sober thinking. With
April or May Bill would spread his
wings for the North. There would be
no more staying him than the flight
of the wild goose to the reedy nesting
grounds could be stayed. Well, a summer In the North would not be so bad,
she reflected. But she hated to think
of the Isolation. It grieved her to
contemplate exchanging her beautifully furnished apartment for a log cabin
in the woods.
Still she bad hopes. If be plunged
Into business associations with Jim-- '
"No," he murmured.

"B-r-r--

flesh-scnrlo-

BUly-boy,-

"What's

All

the Clerical Work About?"
She Inquired.

him In touch with civilization. He had
the capital, she considered, and there
was no question of his ability. Her
faith In his power to encompass whatever he set about "was strong. Other
men, less gifted, l4d acquired wealth,
power, even a meascre of fame, from
a less auspicious beginning.
Why not
he?
But she could never quite bring herself to put It In so many words to Bill.

The cycle of weeks brought them to
January. They had dropped Into oome-thin-g
of a routine In their dally lives.
Bill's Interest and participation In social affairs became negligible. When
he was not absorbed In a book or
magazine, be spent bis time In some
haunt, aavlng acquired
downtown
membership In a club as a concession
to their manner of Ufe. Once he come
home with flushed face and overbtight
eyes, radiating an odor of whisky.
Uazel had never seen him drink to exwas correspondingly
She
cess.
hocked, sad took no pains to hide ber

1

míe Brooks and Paul Lorlmer and others of that group, there was no telling

what might happen. His Interests
might become permanently identified
with Granville.
BUI Informed her from time to time
as to the progress of his venture. The
company was duly Incorporated, with
on authorized capital of one hundred
thousnnd dollars, five thousand dollars'
worth of stock being taken out by each
on a cash basis the remaining seventy-five
thousand lying In the company treasury, to be held or sold for
development purposes as the five saw
fit when work began to show what
the claims were capable of producing.
In early March came a telegram
from Whltey Lewis saying that he
bad staked the claims, both placer and
lode; that he was bound out by the
Telegraph Trail to file at Hazelton.
Bill showed her the message wired
from Station Six.
"I wish I could have been In on It
that was some trip,' he said and
there was a trace of discontent In his
tone. "I don't fancy somebody else
pawing my chestnuts out of the coals
for me. It was sure a man's Job to
cross the Elappan in the dead of win
ter."
The filing completed, there was ample work In the way of getting out
and whlpsawlng timber to keep the
five men busy till spring the five who
were on the ground. Lewis sent word
that thirty feet of snow lay In the
branch. And that was
the last they heard from him. He
was a performer, Bill said, not a correspondent
So In Granville the affairs of the
Free Gold Mining company remained
at a standstill until the spring floods
should peel off the winter blanket of
the North. Ultimately, spring overspread the
And when the
eastern , provinces.
snows of winter successively gave way
to muddy streets and then to clean
pavements In the city of Granville, a
new gilt sign was lettered across the
windows of the brokerage office In
which Paul Lorlmer was boused.
gold-bearin- g

PREH OOTJ5 MINING COMPANY
P. H. Lorlmer, p. J. L. Brook.
William WtgstaK, Manager.
Sec.-Tre- a.

So It ran. BUI was commissioned
;
In the army of business at lost
'

CHAPTER

fessed.
about something. He didn't say what
It was about"
"Shall-explain V Mr. Brooks suggested. "You'd understand and you
might be able to help. I don't as a rule
believe in bringing business into the
home, but this bothers me. I hate to
see a good thing go wrong."
"Explain, by all means," Hazel
promptly replied. "If I can help, I'U
be glad to."
"Thank you." Mr. Brooks polished
his glasses Industriously for a second
and replaced them with painstaking
exactitude. "Now ah this Is the sitWhen the company was
uation:
formed, five of us, Including your husband, took up enough stock to finance
the preliminary work of the undertaking. The remaining stack, seventy-five- ,
thousand dollars In amount, was left
In the treasury, to be held or put on
the market as the situation warranted.
BUI forwardWith the first clean-up- ,
ed facts and figures to show that we
had a property far beyond our greatest expectations. And, of course, we
saw at once that the thing was ridiculously undercapitalized.
"So we held a meeting and authorized the secretary to sell stock. Naturally, your husband wasn't cognizant
of this move, for the simple reason
that there was no way of reaching
him end his Interests were thoroughly protected, anyway. The stock was

HAY FEVER
ASTHMA

Betfta Treatment NOW

1

By BERTRAND W. SINCLAIR
(Copyright: Little, Brown

AVERTS BELIEVES

In the dark," Hazel con"Bill seemed a trifle put out

XV.

A Business Journey.
"I have to go to the Klappan." Bill
apprised his wife one evening. "Want
to come along?"
Hazel hesitated. Her first instinctive feeling was one of reluctance to

trail. But
retrace the
neither did she wish to be separated
nerve-tryin- g

from him.
"I see you don't," he observed dryly. "Well, I can't say that I blame
you. It's a stiff trip."
"I'm sorry I can't feel any enthusiasm for such a Journey," she remarked
candidly.
"I could go as far as the
coast with you, and meet you there
when you come out How long do you
expect to be in there?"
"I don't know eiactly," he replied.
"I'm not going in from the coast,
though. I'm taking the Ashcroft-For- t
George Trail. I have to take In a pack
train and more men and get work
started on a decent scale."
"But you won't have to stay there
all summer and oversee the work, will
you?" she inquired anxiously.
"I should," he said.
For a second or two he drummed
on the table top.
"But Is there any real necessity for
you to stay on the ground?" She pur"I
sued her own line of thought.
should think an undertaking of this
size would Justify hiring an expert to
take charge of the actual mining operations. Won't you have this eud of it
to look after?"
"Lorlmer and Brooks are eminently
capable of upholding the diguity and
importance of that sigo, they've got
smeared across the windows downtown," he observed curtly. "The chief
labor of the office they've set up will
be to divide the proceeds. The work
will be done and the money made In
the Klappan Range. You sabe that,
don't you?"
"I'm not stupid," she pouted.
Tm going tomorrow," he said. "I
think, on the whole, It'll be Just as
well if you don't go. Stay here and
enjoy yourself.
I'll transfer some
more money to your account. I think
I'll drop down to the club."
She followed him out Into the hall,
and, as he wriggled Into his coat, she
had an Impulse to throw her arms
around his neck and declare, in all
sincerity, that she would go to the
Klappan or to the north pole or any
place on earth with him, If be wanted
her. But by some peculiar feminine
reasoning she reflected In the same instant that if Bill were away from her
In a few weeks he would be all the
more glad to get back. That closed
her mouth. It was not wise to he too
meek or obedient where a husband
was concerned. That was another mite
of wisdom she iiud garnered from the
wives of her circle.
So she kissed BUI good-bat the
station next day with perfect good humor and no parting emotion of any
y

particular keenness. And if he were
a trifle sober be showed no sign of
resentment, nor uttered any futile
wishes that she could accompany blm.
"So long," he said from the car
steps. "I'll keep in. touch all I can."
Then he was gone.
Somehow, his absence made less difference than Hazel had anticipated.
She had secretly expected to be very
lonely at first And she was not. Even
when in her hand she held a telegram
dated at a point five hundred or a
thousand miles or double that distance
nway she did not experience the feeling of complete bodily absence. She
always felt as if he were near. Only
at night when there was no long arm
kiss
to pillow her head, no good-nigas she dozed Into slumber, she missed
blm, realized that he was far away.
Early In June came a brief wire
from Station Six. Three weeks later
the Free Gold Mining company set
mild ripple of excitement along
up
Broad street by exhibiting In their
heap of
d
office window a
coarse gold ; raw, yeHow gold, Just as
It had come from the sluice. Every
day knots of men stood gazing at the
treasure. Bill had forwarded the first

acting as agent for these other
lows In the company, staked five more.
I took In eight more men and, believe me, things were humming when
I left. And, say, I went In by the
ranch. Old Jake has a fine garden.
He's still pegging away with the mule
'und Gretcben, der cow.' I offered blm
a chance to make a fat little stake at
the mine, but be didn't want to leave
the ranch. Great old feller, Jake.
Something of a philosopher In his way.
Pretty wise old head. He'll make
good, all right"
In the morning, BUI ate his breakfast and started downtown.
"That's the dickens of being a business man," he complained to Hazel,
In the hallway. "It rides a man, once
it gets hold of him. Adlos, little person. I'll get out for luncb, business
or no business."
Eleven-thirtbrought him home,
preoccupied and frowning. And he
carried his frown and his preoccupation to the table.
"Whatever is the matter, BUI?" Hafel-

y

zel anxiously Inquired.
"Oh, I've got a nasty hunch that
there's a nigger In the woodpile," he
replied.
And that was all he vouchsafed.
He finished his luncheon and left the
bouse. He was scarcely out of sight
when Jlmmle Brooks runabout drew
up at the curb. A balf minute later
he was. ushered Into the living room.
"Bill In?" was his first query.
."No, he left Just a few minutes
ago," Hazénoía' him.
- .
neatMr. Brooks, a short, heavy-se- t,
ly dressed gentleman, whose rather
weak blue eyes loomed preternaturaUy
large and protuberant behind pince-ne- z
that straddled an Insignificant snub
nose, took off his glasses and twiddled
fingers.
them in his white, well-ke"Ah, too badl" he murmured.
"Thought I'd catch him.
"By the way," he continued, after
a pause, "you ah weU, frankly, I
have reason to believe that you have
a good deal of Influence with your
In business matters, Mrs.
.

hus-ban- fl

Wag-staff-

."

"Well, I don't know; perhaps I
have. Whyr
"Well ah you see," he began rather lamely. "The fact Is I hope you'U
regard this as strictly confidential, Mrs.
Wagstaff.
I wouldn't want BUI to
think L or any of us, was trying to
bring pressure on blm. But the fact
Is, Bill's got a mistaken Impression
about the way we're conducUng the
financial end of this mining proposiVery able
You understand?
tion.
man, your husband, but headstrong as
the deuce. I'm afraid to speak franklyhe'll create a lot of unpleasantness. Might disrupt the company, In
fact If he sticks to the position be
took this morning. Thought I'd run In
and talk It over with him. Fellow's
generally ia a good humor, you know,

(
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And close on the heels of this ten
days later, to be exact he came home.
"You great bear," Hazel laughed, In
the shelter of his encircling arms.
"My, it's good to see you again."
She pushed herself back a little and
surveyed him admiringly, with a gratiThe
fied sense of proprietorship.
cheeks of him were tanned to a healthy
brown, bis eyes clear and shining. The
offending flesh had fallen away on the
strenuous paths of the Klappan. He
radiated boundless vitality, strength,
of
alertness, that perfect
mind and body that Is bred of faring
resourcefully along rude ways. She
thrilled at the touch of bis hand, was
content to lay ber bead on his shoulder and forget everything In the Joy
of his physical nearness.
They elected to spend the evening
quietly at home, as they used to do.
To Hazel it seemed quite like old
times. Bill told her of the Klappan
country, and their prospecta at the
mine.
"It's going to be a mighty big thing,"
he declared.
Tm so glad," said Hazel.
"We've got a group of ten claims.
Whltey Lewis and the original stakers
hold an Interest In their claims. I,

WAN JED

A GREAT SUCCESS

forty-poun-

clean-up-

V

All DrutaUte UuarmntM
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"Very Able Man, Your Husband, But
Headstrong as the Deuce."
A good bit was disposed of privately. We now have a
large fund In the treasury. It's a
cinch. We've got the property, and
It's rich enough to pay dividends on
a million. The decision of the stockholders is unanimously for enlargement of the capital stock. You understand? You follow me?"
s
"Certainly," Hazel answered. "But
whet Is the difficulty. Bill?"
"Bill Is opposed to the whole plan,"
he said, pursing up his lips with evident disapproval of Bill Wagstaff and
all his works. "He seems to feel that
we should not have taken this step
He declares that no more stock must
be sold ; that there must be no enlargement of capital. In fact that wo
e
must peg along In the little
way we started. And that would be
a shame. We could make the Free
Gold Mining company the biggest
thing on the map, and put ourselves
on Easy street."
He spread bis bands In a gesture of
real regret,
"Bill's a fine fellow," he said, "and
one of my best friends. But he's a
hard man to do business with. He
takes a very peculiar view of the matter. I'm afraid he'll queer the company If he stirs up trouble over this.
That's why I hope you'll use whatever
Influence you have, to Induce him to
withdraw his opposition."
"But" Hazel murmured, In some perplexity, "from what little I know of
corporations, I don't see how he can set
up nny difficulty. How can he stop
you from taking any line of action
whatever?"
"Oh, jot. that at all," Brooks hastily
assured "Of course, we con outvote
hlur, and put it through. But we want
him with us, don't you see? We've a
high opinion of his ability. He's the
sort of man who gets results; practical, you know ; knows mining to a T.
Only he shies at our financial method.
And If he began nny foolish litigation,
rumors jot tÍ$!l Jout
or slll
trouble amonlhé company officers, It's
.
It's all right
bound to hurt
I assure you. We're not foisting a
wildcat on the market. We've got the
goods. Bill admits that It's the regular method, not only legitimate, but
good finance. Every dollar's worth of
stock sold has the value behind It
Distributes the risk a little more, that's
all, and gives the company a fund to
operate successfully.
"If BUI mentions it, you might suggest that he look into the matter a
little more fully before he takes any
definite action," Brooks concluded, rising. "I must get down to the office.
It's his own interests Tm thinking of,
as much as my own. Of course, he
couldn't block a reorganization but
we want to satisfy him ir every particular, and, at tbe same time, carry
out these plans. It's a big thing for all
of us. A big thing, I assure you."
Usted on Change.
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breweries making an average profit of
42 to 50 per cent In 1916, and an excess profit of 10 per cent In 1917.
&
The distillers of whiskies and spirits made profits In 1916 that ranged
from 9 to 823 per cent, while their exM'ADOO'S REPORT SHOWS THE cess
profits lust yeur were from 12 to
AMAZING SUMS MADE BY
400 per cent.
U. S. CORPORATIONS.
Coal Men Pile Up Wealth.
The Pennsylvania and West Virginia soft ci ml nilnlilg companies made
FOODSTUFF MEN THE WORST enormous excess profits In 1917, according to the report. The large companies all made profits In 1916 ranging
from 25 to 150 per cent.
Necessities
of
ths
Most
of
Producers
In 1917 all of the large bituminous
&
of Life and Concerns In Nearly All
operators, the report shows, made unas
Branded
Industry
of
Branches
usual profits, (ine mine made 1,626
Profiteers.
per cent on Its capital In 1916 and 4,337
ÁügT 17. Exorbitant per cent In 1917. Another made 1,872
Washington,
per cent In 1916 und 5,083 per cent In
made In American
profits
and amazing
1017.
shown
1017
are
Industry In 1016 and
Profits of the mldcontlnent bitumiIn the report Just completed by the
treasury department on 31, WW corpo- nous operators were smaller, averaging 50 per cent.
rations. Tbe report was prepared In
The big oil producing companies of
response to Senator Borah's resolution
adopted last May. The names of the Illinois, Indiana, New York, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Kentucky, Tennessee, and
THESE trying timet the utmost effort of every man and
concerns are withheld.
woman U necessary. But the man or woman who
The treasury department takes the West Virginia made from 28 to 390
U handicapped with weak kidneys finds a good day's work
position that It would be a violation per cent In 1916 and enormous excess
daily
of existing law to make public the profits in 1917. The Texas, Oklahoma
impossible, and any work a burden. Lame, achy back;
name of corporations and their earn- and Kansas oil coinpnnies showed
headaches, dizzy spells, urinary irregularities and that
similar profits for both years.
ings. The senate resolution Is not sufffeeing are constant sources of distress and should
All of the garment manufacturers
would
It
icient-to
suspend
law;
the
have prompt attention.
In 1916, those for
require a Joint resolution, the treasury mude gigantic profits
the larger companies ranging from 25
Don't delay! Neglected kidney weakness too often leads
department holds.
to 75 per cent that year. They showed
to gravel, dropsy or Bright's disease. Begin using Doan's
The most extraordinary profiteering
excess profits In 1917 of from 0 to 55
Kidney Pills today. They have brought thousands of kidney
revealed by the report wa In food- per cent.
stuffs. Producers of nearly all the
sufferers back to health. They should help you.
Small dealers In flour and grain,
common necessities of life were shown
capital stock of from $1,000 to
with
to have mude enormously lncrensed
$8,000, made excess profits that ranged
profits tn'1917 over 1910, although their
as high as 510 per cent.
'
earnings In 1016 were In numerous
A NEW MEXICO CASE.
A COLORADO CASE.
The report also shows that the small
rases far above the 100 per cent mark. dealers In
Mra. Alice Burch. (15 E. Third
W. A. J. Hill, retired barber,
furniture and other houseBt., Roswell, N. M., aaya: "About
Meat packers' profits were shown to hold goods made enormous profits last
1211
Routt Ave., Pueblo, Colo.,
ago
an
eight
awful
I
had
months
One
substantially.
trouaye: "Kidney and bladder
have Increased
year, with excess profits as high as 350
attack of kidney trouble. My
ble had been with me for year.
largs packer made $10,000,000 more In per cent.
dreadfully
and
for
ached
back
My trouble was from uric acid
1017 than In 1016.
four or five monthi I couldn't get
Retail dealers In tobacco made enorpoisoning which had gotten Into out
In the Iron and steel Industry sensaof bed. I couldn't move my
my blood. My back wai weak
profits oft the smokers of the
mous
limbs and my back felt as If It
tional profits were disclosed. In coal
and lam and I had rheumatic
country, the highest being 3,170 per
were broken. My kidneys were
unparalleled
to
mounted
profits
oil
and
My
kidneys
were
out
of
paint.
weak and I was greatly bothered
cent, and the average approximately
figures.
order and tot ma up at night I on this account. I often got so
Public utilities of virtually
These profits
80 per cent In 1010.
used Doan's Kidney Pilla and
libevery character also came In for a
dlxzy It seemed as if everything
1917.
during
doubled
were
they made ma feel fine." (Statewas whirling around. I doctored
eral share of the Increased prosperity.
ment given Auguit 18, 1911).
Auto Builders Way Fat
and used different kidney remeLargs Profits of Dairies.
On April SO, 1917. Mr. HUI aald:
helped
any.
Findies but wasn't
Most
of the automobile companies
InAmong the dairy concerns large
"I know Doan'i Kidney Pille ara ally I got to using Doan's Kidney
the beat medicine In the world for
Pills and I felt like a different
creases of profits were shown. One hit high marks In earnings In 1010, but
what they are recommended to
woman in almost no time. I concompany with $600,000 capital mude they went still higher In 1017. The
be. I have been completely cured
tinued until I was cured of the
show
$166,000 In 1917, against $25,000 the lurgest Usted, however, did not
trouble."
of kidney trouble by them."
year before. The small dairymen any extraordinary Increase In profits
over those of 1910. One company with
made the largest percentages of Incapital In 1916 earned
$31,000,000
creased profits. One little concern
then boosted Its capital stock
with a capital of $2,400 made $11,650,
to $90,000,000 and then earned
as compared with $4,000 for 1016.
A $19,000,000 concern which
Fruit and vegetuble growing Indusearned $4,608,000 In 1916 made $5,258,-00- 0
try's profits Increased considerably
A $16,000,000 company
In 1017.
over those for 1916, although they
In 1017,. agalust
$4,713,000
made
were fairly large for that year. One
0c a Box st All Stores . Foster Milbum Co., Buffalo, N.Y. Mfg. Chem.
In 1016.
concern's profits were 240 per cent
A tin plate mill with $49,000,000 capmore for 1017 than for 1916. Concerns
made $54,000,000 net profit In 1917,
ital
with small capital showed the largest
to
amendment
leg
an
Is
wooden
$19.000,000 In 1916, or an InA
against
Ufe
game
the
of
In the
Increases.
v
'
72 per cent on Its capital
constitution.
of
the
crease
man plays a lone hand.
Wheat, corn and barley growing was
stock.
not so profitable, according to the reNothing Is more pointed than the
Transportation, public utilities, and
The longer a man lives the more
turns. One concern with $425,000 cap,
scorn.
finger
of
light and power companies, with very
collects.
he
opportunities
lost
ital lost money.
few exceptions, fared exceedingly well
Stock breeding showed substantially
during 1016 and 1017. Their profits
Increased profit In nearly all the conIn 1916 generally ranged from 6 to 80
cerns Usted. The Industry also showed per
cent on their capital stock, while
large profits for the previous year. they nearly all made excess profits In
One concern's profits were 255 per 1917
of from 3 to 35 per cent. Profits
cent more In 1917 than In 1016.
of the large public utilities companies
A large number of Industries listed
in 1916 and 1917 ranged from 11 to 25
as "miscellaneous agricultural Indus- per cent.
tries" showed some strikingly large
Steam and electric railroads In 1916
profits, beginning In 1916 and Increasmade from 17 to 207 per cent profits,
ing rapldiy In 1917.
while In 1917 they made profits In
Food Men Gain Riches.
excess of 1916 that Tanged between 15
Of 216 concerns Usted under the cap- and 20 per cent, according to the report.
tion "Bread and other baking prodMarine,, fire, and life Insurance conucts," profiteering of an amazing character was shown. For example, one cerns enjoyed unusually large InOne company
compnny capitalized
at $40,000 In- creases In profits.
creased Its profits from $50,000 In 1010 earned 493 per cent more on Its capFew of them ital stock In 1917 than In 1916. Anto $107,000 In 1017.
showed Increases of less than 20 per other capitalized at $700,000 Increased
Its Income from $324,000 In 1918 to
cent on their capital stock.
In the canning Industry one com- $3,778,000 in 1917.
pany which earned 377 per cent In
How Dry Goods Men Fared.
1016 earned 1,047 per cent In 1917.
and dry
A list of 2,002 clothing
Another, capitalized at $93,000, made goods merclinnts, Including department
$247,000 In 1917, against $60.000 In
stores, showed profits for 1017 In ex1016.
A $50,000 concern which made
cess of those over 1916, as high as
$25,000 In 1016 made $142,000 In 1917.
191.43 per cent on the capital stock.
The manufacture of syrups, molasThe concerns making the enormous
ses and glucose netted much Increased
profits, however, were the smaller
1.
dress beef, cure hides, and
One company with $350,000 firms.
profit.
prepare all the numerous bycapital earned $363,000 In 1017 against
Retull grocers and provision brokers
Ice cream wag an made their enormous "war profits"
$176,000 In 1016.
products?
especially big money maker.
In 1016, the report shows. The groOf more than 600 flour, feed and cers mnde only a small profit In 1917
meat for two
2. To cool
"grist mills listed only a few fnlled to In excess of their 1910 profits. Of the
show largely Increased profits. One 1,033 concerns Usted In the report,
three days before shipment?
$2,500,000 concern made $752,000 In
however, only a dozen show profits of
1
1016 and $1,200,000 In 1017.
less than 20 per cent on their capital
to all parts
3. To freight
There was a general upward rise In stock In 1910, the year before the Unitthe country in special refrigemost packing companies' profits. The ed States entered the war, and the
lnrgest concern listed hnd a capital of profits of some concerns that year
rator cars, iced daily ?
$100,000,000, upon which It earned
were as high as 1,813 per cent. Most
It!
In 1017, against $30,000,000 in of the grocers, both large and small
it in hundreds
4. To
1016.
concerns, the report shows, made avStartling Profits In Leather.
branch houses, each with its
erage profits In 1916 of from 50 to 200
Leather manufacturers, Including the per cent.
refrigerating plant?
dealers In hides, and makers of boots
und shoes and trunks and valises,
Potatoes, German Style.
6. And to deliver it to the retailer
made profits In 1016 and 1917 that are
"Oee I Where hnve you been burled
stnrtling. One shoe manufacturing
sweet and fresh in less
all this time?" exclaimed Clnudine of
concern, with $1,000,000 capital, made
than two weeks after dressing?
restaurant. "No German
the rapid-firIn
excess
no
313 per Cent In 1916, but
fried potatoes go here any more
1917.
American fry now."
Scores of boot and shoe manufac"Cut out the piffle!" snarled the
was
capital
whose
turing concerns,
&
head. "I
guest with the
from $100,000 to $1,000,000, made nil
1917
what I order. See?"
want
1,000
more
20
than
to
way
from
the
"All riglitl" responded the young
per cent In 1916.
lady.
Then to the chef she called.
ranged
The profits of the brewers
Ilaldy!
sold,
One order fried potafrom 25 to 175 per cent In 1916, and "Hey,
toes with ground glass In 'em I" Kanfrom
were
1917
In
profits
xk
excess
their
City Star.
5 to 50 per cent, most of the large sas
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man was really never

"

Jin weakened condition

aown-and-ou- t.

because of overwork, lack of exercise, imroper eating and living demands etimula-ioto satisfy tbe cry for a
appetite and the refreshing sleep essential
to strength. GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil
Capules, the National Remedy of Holland,
will do the work. They are wonderful.
Three of them capsules each day will put
a man on his feet before he knows it:
whether his trouble comes from urie acid
foisoning, tbe kidneys, gravel or stone in
stomach derangement or other
Amerailments that befall the
ican. The best known, moat reliable remedy for these troubles is GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem Oil Capsules. This remedy has
stood the test for more than 200 years
sines its discovery in the ancient laboratories in Holland. It acts directly and
gives relief at once. Don't wait until you
are entirely
but take them
today. Your druggist will gladly refund
your money if they do not help you. Accept no substitutes. Look for the name
GOLD MEDAL on every box, three sizes.
They are the pure, original, imported
Haarlem Oil Capsules. Adv.

-
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Union Stock Yards

health-givin-

Denver, Sept
Under Direction
WESTERN

SHOW

STOCK
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IMPORTED AND DOMESTIC
RAMS AND EWES
Pure Bred and Registered

RAMBOUILLETS
SHROPSHIRES
CORRIEDALES
OXFORDS
HAMPSHIRES
Pessimistic
"What do you think of these
COTSWOLDS
nlghtsf
LINCOLNS
"Well, they have dark possibilities.".
t,

light-les- s

KARAKULS

Why Bald So YoungT

Dandruff and dry scalp usually the ROMMEYS
cause rnd Cutlcura the remedy. Rub
the Ointment Into scalp. Follow with Leading Breeders and Importers of
hot shampoo of Cutlcura Soap. For
the United States have consigned their
free sample address, "Cutlcura, Dept
best
Rams and Ewes to this sala.
X, Boston. At druggists and by malL
Soap 25, Ointment 23 and 50. Adv.
A Big Opportunity for Western
Watertown, Mass., will tear down
Flockmasters and Ranchmen.
Galen tavern, built In 1740, in which
Washington wus once a guest.
Dwight Lincoln, Auctioneer

Fred P. Johnson, Manager

Red Cross Bag Blue makes the laundress
happy, makes clothes whiter than snow.
All good grocers. Adv.

I

KTTYNIFV

deceptive disease
thousands have H
an1 don,t know
want rood results
If the average man's digestion appa- you can make no you
mistake by uelnr Dr,
ratus Is all right his conscience doesn't Kilmer's Bwamp-Roo- t,
ths treat kidney
medicine.
At druggists In large and me'
trouble him much.
dium six bottles. Sample size by Farce)
Post, also pamphlet telling you about It
Dr. Kilmer
Co., Blnghamton,
It takes a wise young man not to Address
N. T.. and enclose ten cents, also menwrite a love letter.
paper.
tion this

TROIIRI R

"
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Set Content1 15Fluid Drachm
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For Infanta and Children.

Mothers Know That
Genuine Castoria
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Always
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Signature
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Packers' Costs
and Profits

How much do you think
it costs
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Ahclpful Remedy
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es Sleep
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For Over

Thirty Years
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Exact Copy of Wrapper.
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it

regular work to be done that If I was
The Busy Season.
"What nre you going to talk about to get a crowd together to stand
around and listen to talk I wouldn't
In your next speech?"
"I'm not going to make nny speeches hnve any respect for my audience and
during the next week or so," replied my audience wouldn't have any respect
Senator Sorghum. "There's so much for me."

of

0

carry

Savnrv tint aanjwlchc
Lihby's Dried Beef, toast
and cream sauce.

of

e

Company did all this
at an expense of
for you in
less than 2lh cents per pound of
including an average
beef
of a cent a pound.
profit of
Swift

Figure for yourself how little
effect this cost and profit Ijad
on prices you paid for beefsteak.

Swift & Company, U.S. A.

d

1121

Out and Coming In.
I have always had a love of Browning sane, I hope, and tempered, I am
sure; but It Is with malign pleasure
that I say to some enthusiast of the
old school : "Oh, Browning, you know,
has gone out. You might as well admire Whistler or G. B. S." It is only
when the tables are turned, and someone attacks my own love of Browning
still sane and tempered, remember-t- hat
I am annoyed; and If the critic
happens to be Professor Cunliffe, who
Going

thinks that Meredith' has left

Brown- -

Ing as far In the rear as Browning
left Tennyson, then I retort, with joyous rancor, (hut there Is, Indeed, no
(lunger of Meredith (as a poet) going
tnit, because he bus never. In any
sense, come In. Chauncey B. Tinker,
In

Atlantic.

Tender Delicate Sliced Beef
THE

tender delicacy of Libby's

"In what way!"
"It Is the allies who are pocketing
his losses."

UÜkdlül)

you. The oate with which
choice meat is selected, the skill
with which it is prepared, give
it the exceptionally fine flavor.
Its uniform slices will please you,

o
f
--

Libby. M?Neill ft Libbyi'C!

--

tuaa 'J

;! -

0

i.-- ,

'irij Uin

iíJíll

'Ifi 'J'J .i"7

too. Order Libby's Sliced 'h
WjiiI.
TVirH "Reef todav.
MM ,oW
-

The Way of It
"The crown prince Is reversing the
usual order of things."

íi ífc'ai

Dried Beef will surprise

OílW

Vl.

.

T1IE

The Spanish American
191

1,

IRVIN OGDEN, SR.

Sniicriplioa $1.53 Ptr Year
niaUor
Entered a.í second-clas- s
poatofl'ic) in Hoy, New Mexico.

at the

MORA ABSTRACT COMPANY

The American'.--

9

to Lands in the Mora Grant are being
straightened out and we are also prepared
to furnish Abstracts on these Lands.

Titles

Creed

CF THE PEOVLE,
,
BY THE PEOPLE, POP. THE PEO-ARE
PLF, Wi'.OSE JUST rOWERS
DERIVE!) i'ROM THE CONCENT
OF THE COVERNSDt A CEMCC-- ;
RACY IMA HEPUKUCi A SCVER- -'
U.HTIO!; OF SOVEF.nGN
F.TGN
L'NIOM!
A PERFECT
STATES;
ONE r.KD INSErA.'BLE, ESTAS-- .

Gasoline Stand,

I

i

I

EH

T.R.'AL CAR

S

lvcv. Fr.

Methodist Episcopal Church
'

AG AIMS I

Automobile For Trade:-

'
-

At ReaFcnaLie I!a!e?.
Mfclmnlcs
Repa.ir Work Export
GASOLINK STA.

2nd and 4th Sunday at Milb
11 a m and 7:30 p m

CB.STURBLEFIELD&Co.,,
(iNcti:i c.ka'j ti;

ROY,

-

ROY and MILLS CIRCUIT
Rcgjlrr Services as follows:
1st Sunday at Newton School
11 a ra and 7:30 p in.
3rd Sunday at Roy Clirislian
Church
ll'a m and 7:30 p rn

Cars Housed and Cared for

NEW MEX.

T" ORI-- I re
p.e&?:xt its flag:

Felix Vacho.v,
Priest in charge,

y ii a r a g e

Free Air.

CONSTITUTIiN'

New Mex,

;

W. C.

1

Ilcaton, Fastor

.

It is in vod runnir.gr condition
and I will soli cr trade it for,

li

j

t Ones

1

mo-Uve-

af-litti-

:

SERVICES ON SOLANO CIRCL'IT

f:i'Z3

ctilien wr.s circulated here fr.r.--ii maehir cry or young stoe.
The rathe! s:ar.ling announce
a
If you ar leaving the mesa ment has been made that
tl.iá week by a ir.an where
were the le.--t and v.béfe you should not overlook this Thceta Eoualt, Jr. now same
V'ropoM'Lior.
ir.e in Key
s;, r.:;uiiy iVr reii'hbor in
to "be
aren hag COr.sent-?clis laudable, for th: ro- - and try the ca
jecme the republican candidate;
'
loas of the Mosquero' murderer.
r the ?tat-!n- J
There;
R, A. Pendleton.
Lor;v. from the i en where ho is(
as
to
spoetuauon
lissome
tne(
serving a 75 year sentenec for
methods used to set that consent
one of th.e murders he eonv.nilted
Some politicians just want an,
last i.a;r.nv:r, on the ground that
lofncc, and say so while others
has been; must be coaxed.
he wants to bin the army and ' Bis BLLL
EJtvin R. Noyss, of Sabinoso
7,
h! i av ho;-as
tt a s.o'á and used but little, one of the
called
Saturday with the diniro
,
, , .
(losuuue wue.
uisi huuvi-sk- h
uui utu ui aow ir.ai me doctors are to re; for tjlc o.A another vear. He
registered, and tr.cse who can be ke?rs n touch with the town
There is no deuot of the claim; iraction work.
A

i

CATHOLIC
twice
each month 2d and
Mnss
1th Sundays
at the Catholic
Hoy, N. M.
Church.

A

iviacmne worns,
TP
oro s, Frop t

,

AMD HUMANITY,
i'.
nFHW.IT
I TIM
(
P. Y CH1NTRY.
T
DUTY
13 MY
TOLOVÜ IT; TO íi.'rFCrtT ITS

ALL ENCMIUG-

Accursf

and LIVERY

ICE

IT

L

We also can y a Complete Line of

rr.iKCiPLi e
OF FREEDOM, EQUALITY, JUST-- .

ANOTO

tai

A

Oils and Auto Accessories,

t!j:

DI'F'-NÍ-

us dlaiwteheA with Promptness
Your Husmes Kt sped fully Solicited

Masses: 8 and 10 a m.
Service at 7 CO p.m."

GOVl-T.NMCN-

law:.: to

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE DEPARTMENTS
entrusted tn

Specialty

states of ami: pica,

LisucD upo! i

A

V Pt S. C. E,
Mvra 0. Dr.FRKES, I'rssident
Miss i.uxian Ghinkr, Sec'y.
Meets Bt the Christian Church,
Itov, N. M every Sundav even-In- ;
at 7 o'clock.
A cordial welcome extended to
all visitors.

We do all kinds of Machine Work
Auto Repairing, Blacksrnithing,
.Woodwork, Lathe Work.
Horseshoeing is our

ih th.: united
ag a;

b:;lifa'k

,

Complete Index to All Lands and Town Property in
Mora County.

Al Matter

.

Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M
Your
at Chnstinn Cliu'rch.
presence is necessary.
F, É. IVEYSupt

Mora. New Mexico

WE HAVE

This pipcrhns cnlisfed
v ith the overnment in the
cause of "America for the
period of the wur

SCHOOL;

UNION SUNDAY

323

-

Tom. J. Taylor, Abstractor

Treaturer,

C. U. Strong, County

Machine Shop
Blacksmith Shop
Garage

AND rURLISIIEK

KDlTOIl

Church Directory-

VARIETY

--

KUitHTKHKIl Aputiax 5"

ÜPANISH-AMERICA-

f

1st nnd 3J Sundaja
Mosquero,
11A.M.

at

IjJ

at

7.30
'

Bradley,

I'.

M

3 P.M.

2nd & 1th Sundays at Liberty, 11 A.M.
.Solano, 3, V. M.
It. L. MATTHEW, Factor,

--

i

BAPTIST

'

Tractor for Sale

!

First Sunday in each month,
Services 11, A. M
7.30, P. M.

i

Rev. W. A. Dawn, Pastor.

8-1- 6,

El Dorado Hotel

j

Under new Management

i

luía

i

i

ti--

Service3 2d Sunday of each
month at 11 a. m. 8.C0PM.
4th Sunday of each month 'at
11.00 a. m. and 8.00 p. m.
Communion service at the morning service.

Vegas,

e

;

i

i

d- -

-

i

ROY

v

Charles Chapman, Proprietor.
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E. Las
N.M.
that material assistance is neces-- ; Terms to suit Purchaser, wonder why something isn't done frcrl
rancu
in regard to the lawyers. A few
Steam Heated,
Baths,
Free
sary for licr. Long's property
o
GEO. N. AMES,
Hot and Cold Water in Rooms
divisions 01 them might be sent'
all went in his defence in the
2 miles East of Roy.
carter or ivepnart, is
to the first line trenches with
A quiet, homelike Hotel
trial and his wife is left destitute
addition to cur list of
another
great benefit to the army also to
-- but The claims that he wa?
one block from the
He wants to keep track
readers.
Among
the
real
estate
recent
wineis
the
La
lartre.
at
Depot, in the
countrv
to
do it.
drunk and didnt mean
of
going
is
what
is
on
when
he
'not
in
land
we
Mesa
note
transfers
is
industry
an
it?
Main Business District
essential
and that he would be a g0odj
tco busy to come to town often.
s.ddier and many other things the following. Mr. Tom 1'arks.
Tourists and Land-Seeke(iov. Lindsey in the announce-- !
artfullv presented in two pages sold 320 acres of Valley land to
Will find this the right place.
ment of his candidacy for nomi-- !
of law ve;'s style of argument Mc In tosh Brothers. Mr. W. 1). nation
.$15.000.00 BONDS
as governor says:"He has
does not bring back the fathers Sawyer sold his 320 acre farm
clone nnd will continue to do his
TO TRADE:- - a farm of 230
to the two homes of his victims. orth of Mosquero to Mr. Rand-doe- s
ROY, NEW MEXICO
Inthntcase there is no
a11 who wil1 move onto the same best."
n.)t provide for the orphms
acres in Southwestern Missouri
question of what his best is.
6 Per Cent Water Works Bond
lamí near Roy.
he made in other homes nor does n the near future. Mr. Walter
Sealed bids wi) be received by the for
republican
Perhaps
party
the
to
reported
have
sold
QullIan
repetí's
a
society
against
office.
Inquire at the
it insure
undersigned until 2 o'clock, p. m.
thinks it is safer to commit itself
tion of his crimes if he were re-- ! h3 320 acre farm, but we have
September 21, 1918,
not yet learned tne name or tne to assured medicority lather
lea;evj
effici
at
a
rral
risk
'than
throw
For the purchase of ?4ó,00( water
LAND PLATS of ad kinds
Many good people signed this fortunate purchaser.
works bonds of the Village of Hoy,
ency,
of U. S. Land
Abstracts
petition through sympathy fori
Mora county, New Mex, tearing inMr. Nicholas Herrera, a m- C
Records,
Office
good
things for terest not exceeding
MAPS.
per ceirt per
Ancestors are
the wife, not thinking that a! ' live boy well known in
Mosquero
payable
iaid
Prompt
Attention
a candidate to have, but personal annum,
most every man who is punished
;
,i
l., icing r .l. u.iu:.:iiiailL'il
Ul
and who was recertly registered
for crime leaves sonw women or and
qualities go íaiuier now
?li(,00 each, dated. Nov 1, 1918, due
examined under the selective A man may be proud of his an- - Nov. i, 194?. payable at tüsf óptico
C.N. ROARK
children to suffer for his sini as
ti
draft system, commenced to w.r- - cestors,
tRe
twenty
any
Village
time
after
at
Clavton New Jfex.
y?l! as he.
but how would the anyear? from date, said bond' fhdl not
been placed in
r.T after having
Lonj
cestors feel about him. Tne he sold for less than par wi'.h aocrut--f STRAYED;-- A 2 year-ol- d White-Faccri ne was the most cjaSS
over the
we anb "br0-de- d
Bull with large horas,
point IS Whf.t can Tiilu.ade interest find shall be sold to
heinous in the recent annals of
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mntfrr sr much thnt
ar'd l'est biddcr for eaih- utht
r
his
grand!
was
Branded,
who
not
(J "right shouMer,
The evidence
?ha!T
parbe
Principal
interest
and
who
aunts.
his
are
tips of ears cut off. Last seen
it beyond. he died from worry anJ fright. or
at his trm, ,.,-eable at a banking house in New York
d
head of BurrD Canyotv
iau-eana,
near
Sentii.c
Mound
u:e
naa
Wagan
court
question
Citr, or at the office of the Vinaw
Mosquero Sun.
Treasurer in Koy. at the option of the Reward for information leading
to mete out ju-- t punishment
j holders.
Bids will be received for the
to recovery of said animal.. . 23,
it would have been provocation
whole or any part of said bond. Bid-- I
mol)
H. D. UPTON. Solano, N.M.
for a
to have taken the case
'.ers must deposit with their bids cah
'
1300
payable
check
for
certified
a
or
in han i and edaur.istered punish
to the undersigned, the balance to be
lííeTií ana protected the public
paid on the delivery of the bonds which
JACK P. MILLS
Oct.
j shall be during ths month of
from a repetition of his crime. To
be addressed
bids
shall
all
101S.
and
U. S. Commissioner
petition his release under any
to the undersigned, treasurer of the
Filings,
Proofs and all
Were
wrong.
pretext is utterly
Village of Roy, Roy, New Mexico.
t land matters.
Roy
has
bonds.
of
issue
this
Except
sentence
he released from this
no indebtedness, either bonded or oth- Also Surveys and Plats
he mustia justice he arrested
crwise.
Medical
mope
serious
Prompt Attentioa
and tried for the
O. W. HEARN,
Solano, New Naxico.
Office
at
crime of killing the officer.
Village Treasurer, j
'
Cases.
The penitentiary is the only
iiic
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PLEASANT

;

VIEW

First Sunday each Month at 3,

j

rs

pvm.

MILLS
3rd Sunday at 11.00 a. m. 8PM.

j

0. W. Hearxs Pastor.

;
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LODGE DIRECTORY

S--

;

1.

j

femi-annuall-

L'vu-j-

.

j

j

et

!

!

The Plumlee Hospital
ROY,

NEW MEX.

I

1

J

j

.

Evening

i

j

O. O. F.

HOMESTEAD LODGE 46
Meets at its own Hall
E?ery Wednesday

j

Visiting Brothers
come.

always! wel- -

Cius. A. Peare,
J. E. Wiidman,. Sec'y.

N. G.

Rebekah Degree
HARMONY LODGE No. 24
Meets 1st. and 3rd. Friday
Evening each month
I. O. O; F. Hall
Miss Lillian Grjlwji. N. G.
Mrs.Grace V. Ogden Sec.y.

;

I

Visiting Sisters welcome

!

I

Cares for both
Surgical

place for this man and we should
not allow sentiment to usurp the
place of judgment.

Floeísaelai. oí tie p:nu-- "
n ted for Phy; .
fstx Time, was rej
ni refused t
ical imperfections
:,litme.-.- t in uhi Artillery Banb.
He has appealed" and Lo;t?,
with the aid of influential friends
who wnt Ida r. Ue band.to get
aec?J cd.
J'L'1
liy

and

soli

Recently Enlarged,
Newly Furnished and Equipped3

Atol

iuíarv.

rirtlr,

He will

frk l ,re

inis

Good Nursing,
Careful Attention
Visitors and Correspondence Invited.
and

Carus Plumlee,
Physician in Charge.
Cottages with Sleeping Porches,
Tubercular Patienti.
Separite from the; Host ital For
We also have

i

!

1. O.

iv., nk. of Solano,
v.:, b
outlast week direct
sent to Yankee. N.M. in

I

I

J. B. LUSK
Attorney
l'rompt
(liven

at Law

Bml Caivful Attention
nil lSwineai Entrusted

to me

Roy Telephone Co;
Gilstrap Bro's, Prop's
ROY, N. M.

Office and Exchange,
Connects with

LONG-DISTANC-

PHONE tt Springer.

E

Solano, Mosquero, Mills, Abbott, Taylor Springs
lines conand intermediate points.
Efficient Semce- Koy City Exchange,
nected.
Raral-Comoauo-

itj

J. E. Gilstrap, Mgr.

KOY

NKW MEXICO

? SELLING

OUT?

Then you will have a
PUBLIC

SALE.

There's only one REAL Auctioneer in the Country, Thats-- -

Col. F. O. WHITE
His address is MILLS N. M.
You can have SALE BILLS
printed and make dates at the
n
Office, Roy
New Mexico,

Spanish-America-

THE
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Department of the Interior
u, S. Land Office at Clavtnn. N

Independence

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
M

Aug. 2, 1913

Notice is hereby given that
paniel Laumbuch, of

Another nice rain this week.

The Hawkins, llosa and
Roy, Mora
families were guests at July 14,
the W. W. Myers home Sunday. Entry No,
l,

county, N. M., who on ,
1915
made Homestead
020473 for
SWJ-NF- J
and
J
Section 33
Towp.fihip IK N Rngo 23 E,
N. M. I'.
Meridian has filled
notics of intention to make Final Three
Year, Proof, to establish claim to the
hnd above doicribed, before F. II.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at hia office in Roy, N. M., on Cct.
7, 1918
NFJ-SW-

The Epps family were guests
at the Evans home Sunday
W. Fowels and L.
Hogans attended church at
ley View Sunday.
G.

V.
Val-

Rev. Howell preached at Mofax
Claimant names as witnesses: lien-P- ,
Al jandro Muta
J. Laumbacb,
church Sunday and Monday he
Estovan Cordova,
and his two daughters started Zacariis Eve!,
A i of Roy New Mexico
for Missouri in his new Ford on Oil
PAZ VALVERDE, Regidor.
a visit.
Tom Wogan Mgr. of the Roy
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
Garage has been seriously ill this
week. He is reported somewhat Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Oil'ice lit chylon, New Maxiso
be'.ter at th3 time.
,T. A. Smith had a

run-a-wa-

August 2, 1918
Notice is hereby riven that
Jair.esC. Lloyd, of Moquero, N.M-i o
win oñ May. 221 1913, nudo II
O) 5.07 Tor
IsN, Un,' 2SE
M. M. P. M., hna lilcJ notice of in'leh-tio- n
to make three year proof, to
claim to tha land above described b'. fore V II Willeox, U. S.
Commissioner at Roy New Mexico on
Oct. Jí litis., Claimant names a.i witnesses:
William F. Hyatt, L'nvtll N DaWee
FioJ S. EdmonJ, Thomas J. Lon,!ey,
x.

y

with his dray team Tuesday.
lie was so mad ht; diJnt know
he was hurt for a while later
had to be taken home and
patched up. Jack is running the
team since.

J. V'. Maib returned from
All of Moquero, New Mexico
Kansas this week, lie leased a
threshing outfit there and ran it
PAZ VALVERDE, Renter.
and a crew, making much better
than wages. He may return
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
la'cr to thresh row crops which Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land
are good there but in the meanCÍÜC3 Clayton New Mexico.
,

after his crops
here which are doing fine and
plant a large acreage of v, heat
as possible.

time he will look

The caso brought do wn from
Mills to Judge Foster's Court
Tuesday brought a lot of people
supposedly connected wilh it.
The Defense did not put their
witnesses on the stand as that
would reveal the n imes of some
parties to the prosecuting witnesses.
Iliggins and Abel
Georiro
Madrid, who were charged with!
beinsr the leaders of the mob
w?re placed under bonds to the
Grand Jury,
Public sentiment has been
aroused by this case to a point
where it will not be surprising if.
something more serious happens
unless it meets with proper

punishment.
WANTFD: Man and wife to
work by the month on a farm or
will rent any amount of land to
:
the right party on very favorable terms.
Apply to CECIL FISHER,
Abbott, New Mexico.
.

August

2.

Kl

Section 3:j Twp 19 N. 11 25 E. NMl'M-filenotice of intention to make three
year proof, to establish claim to the
land tibovo described, b:I':i'i
LI.S Commissioner at
W. H. WilK-oRoy New Mexico on October 4, 1'iLS.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Juan Isidro Homero David EsU1l'
Encarnación Garcia
Silvestre Torre
All of Roy, New Mexico
PAZ VALVERDE
Register
1

Report has it that special
agents of the treasury department are in the ttate looking
after the income tax returns.
made by several gentlemen of
wealth, or supposed wealth. In
one case it is claimed that the
return falls short of being right
by at least ninety thousand dollars, and in another case mere
than that. No Mora County
newspaper man has yet been accused of defaulting anything
like that much on his income tax
returns, but it may be that other
newspaper men of the state will
do well to take to cover until
after the departure of these
special agents.

change in the method
of handling allotments and family
allowances, which will speed up
the delivery of Government
checks to tha dependents of
soildiers and sailors, went into
effect July 1st, according to the
statement of the State Council
of Defense issued today.

admits
advance year of the
' he likes to read it even if it is a
Democrat, and sends greeting to
his friends here. He reports the
best season and largest crops
ever known in his part of the U.
S, and they are contributing their
full share in men, food and
patriotism to win the war. He
adds but believe me, we take
off our hats to Roy when her report comes in. It is inspiring to
to learn of the valliant work being done by the people of Roy
and the Mesa who are giving
unstintingly of their boys and
their means to perpetuate civilization. We are in the war and
the only right way out is to fight
it out and forever, end it."
'
Mr. Eichenlaub is in the Plumbing and Electric wiring business
and doing weü but still has a
longing for the "High Mesa"
and her people. He sends us a
". card with a song composed and
set to music by himself entitfe- dTHE RED CROSS
S--

.

.

&

NWJ-NW-

1

Department of the Interior, United
States Land Office, Clayton, N. M.
Contest No. CO.'JD.

law-breake-

law-abidin-

g

J,

Aug. 8," 1918.
To Mrs. Eva Taylor,
Mrs. Far.nic
Tempi.1, Mrs. Flora Dnker, Mrs. Emthree year proof
ma Gardner, Benjamin, John, Ahner,
to establish claim to tha land Carter and Willinn Cherry,
Spring-lie- !
above described, before
J, III. and Frederick Cherry, Ed- F. II. Foster, U S Commissioner ul wardtville, 111.
as hairs of Amos J.
Roy, New Mexico cn Oct. 8, 1913
Cherry, late-o- f Hoy, New Mexico urn!
Springiieiil, Li. deceased;
Claimant names as witnesses:
ConteHce
Virgil Haltom
liru?e
W. E. Cunningham
T. M. Brown
Yoa
hereby notilied that Cris
tiano Rsgoni who gives Roy, New
All of Mills, New .Mexico
Mexico, us his Postoflics address, did,
PAZ VALVERDE,
on July Ut. 1918, lilo in this office hi.;
Rerisler. du!y corroborated application
to con
test anil secure the cancdl ition of vour
,
norr.ett'ad entry, Serial number
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
mado Apiil. ii
19ux,
Department of the Interior, LYS. Land for tin
SAVi Sec. 10, Twp.
.
Oiiice al Clayton, New Mexico,
21X. Rn.ir.2tjl-- NMÍWI. and, as riuud-f,- r
Aug. 7, i:is
Iih conlest bs nl't'ccs that the said
Notice is hereby given that Asemijn
af raid Aiiüu J. Cbirry have n.,t
N. M. who, raided' on said bind, nor cultivated
amos of, Mosipiero,
on Mar23,lDl made II. E. No 021932 for same, nor kept up the improvements
Seo. 23, Twp. IsN. ling. 29F. t'lCi ene, lince the ik ith of
entry-mae- ,
....
...
r
,C
,) i, r i ni.iuriuiiin
.l
ikij
nuutu ui,
uieu
iu. 1.
i.i or a' out the year 1911; that
intention to make Final Commutation the names of Ihu unid heir-- , as neatly
Proof, to establish clnim to the land
Mrs,.
as the conte.it ml knews, ere
('."ici'i'.icd, before F. 11. Foster, II. S.
Tempi
.Mrs.
Taylor,
Kva
',Mri.
Fannie
Commissioner r.t Kov, 11. M., c:i lire
IT ra linker,
Mrs. lvnma (iardner,
8th day of Oct. 1913.
llenjamin, .l hn,' Abner, Caoter, and
Claimant names as witnesses:
111.
William Chcny, nil of Sprin-fiel- d,
Patricio Zapata
Juan Cri.-'and Fred, rick Cherry, of Kdwurds-viil- e,
Elmcv T. MeDa-.iClevo l'amil
lil ; that this
contestant
9 1
All of Mos'i'jcro N.-- Mexico not know the ai;es of said heirs, but
h;--

.

--

vv .iix; fy.ijs

for.ofci--

fi '

vv

.j:í

Qmh ypiir money

G

iíirlr éhr Verso:?

W7-!3-

TO THE MAN WHO IS WORKING FOM HIS
IS ñ PICTURE FOR YOU.

MONEY:--HER-

E

s

EVERY OWNER OF EVERY STOfli Oil FACTORY, ALMOST
WITHOUT EXCEPTION, WAS AN EMPLOYE IN IT ONCE.
IF YOU AP.E EVES GOING TO BE. OM DO ANYTHING WOrVTH
WHILE, YOU MUST HAVE MONEY IN THE BANK. MANY A
CHANCE WILL PRESENT ITFLF, IF YOU HAVE MONEY,
YOU CAN TAKE IT. 'MOH1-WILL COME HANDY SOMEDAY.
Wi- - huu 5 PliRClNT INTl
ON G OR 12 MONTHS TIME
DEPOSITS.

j

KJ-N-

i.

Rl-S-

T

COMETO

OUR BANK,

el

Roy Trust& Savings Bank

1

a;.ion to believe and does believe
t'a. tie y are a over 21 j ears of iffo
an1 that s.d l deceased entryman lelt
m widow HUivivin; him."

h is r

PAZ VALVERDE,
Register.

i

Department of 'the Interior
I. S. Land Of fleo at Clayton, Í M.
Aug. 11, 19H
Notice is hereby given that Thomas
I!uivm;i:i, of Solano N.M. who on rov.
made Homestead Entry No.
18, 1911
013797 for NE,, Sec. 22 a i l NWJ.
Sec, 2;l, Twp, 18N.
ling. 2714 NM I'M. has filed notice of
'three-yea- r
proof
intention to make
to establish claim to
described,
before
the land above
F. II. Foster, U.S. Commissioner, at his
Office Roy.N. M. on Sept. 28, 1918
Claimant names as witnesses:
J.W. Beckman
J. W.I'.owman
John Hartón
A C Trujiilo
All of Mosquero, N Mcx
PAZ VALVERDE,
R

0

gister

With Sslf Forgot.
Is achieved, not by direct
find eager chase, but while we arc looking for .something rise. It-- Is the Httfc
things wo get by hot endeavor. The
great thing como to us, as it were
We never become
n round a corner.
beautiful, or eloquent, or popular, or
happy, or intellectual, or even good, by
hard labor. Whatever wo get of nuch
things will come to us when we are
and most absorbed
most
In the service of our kind. Edward

Greatness

WJ-SE-

WJ-NE-

of-lic-

Claimant
Francisco Velasquez
Ignacio L Vigil
Pacomio Velasqupz
Felix Sandoval
all of Albert N M
Register.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land,
Office at Clayton New MexH
July 29, 1918,
NOTICE FOU V UBLICATjlOJS
Notice is hereby
ven that Jose E.
Department of the Interior, ty. S Land Anaya, of
Mostró, N, Mex, whs on
Office at Clayton, New, Mexico,
Feby. 1, 1910, mide HE. No. 020C71 for
July 24, 1918.
i
Notice is hereby given that Ollie D. and
Section 35,
Williams, of Solano Mora County, N. TewnshiplSN
Range 29E N.M.P,
M. , who, on Api i 5, 1915. made HomeMeridian, has filed notice of intention
stead entry No 019751 for NWJ.Sec.lO to make three year final proof to estabTwp." 18 N., R. 27 E., N. M. P. Meri- lish claim to the land above described
dian, has filod notice of intention to before W. H. Willcox.U.S. com, Roy
make final three year proof, to estab- N M on the 10th day of Sept. 1918,
lish claim to the land above described,
Claimant names as witnesses:
before F. H. Foster, U. S, CommisCamilo Chivea
Eufi acio Baca
sioner,
at his offic lyoy, N. M., on E B Galls.Jr. Alfon.o C, de Bao
SWJ-NW-

SWl-S-W-

Date of first publication, Aug. 17, 1918
- - - 21 second

but Not Merry.
An rthnoloMst snys the natives ol
peoNov.' Guinea are the shortest-liveple In tho world beeaiisi they ent
bo'lles nnil drink soawnter. Not every
rh'it life's a merry one. L'clsvllle
Short

-

d

third
fourth

- - -

- -

Sept

- 7 - -

41

0
ESTRAY One bay mare 6
years old, weight 000 lbs, 14
handi, Branded B on left hip.
Report to Bcntura Sandoval
brandRoy,
N. M.
and colt

l.

NOTICE

FOR HE PUBLICATION

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
July 2) 1918
Notice is hereby given that
Otto Lohstroh of Roy, Mora Co, N.M
who on Nc vernier 2,1913 and Sept-- ,
ember 27, 1915 made Ilon esíead
Entrys No,016"13 Addl No 0Ü093-- forWJ
Lois 11,12, SWJ-SESWI:
SEJ-SWJ-

1

Sfc'.ion 6 and NEj- - NWJ- - NWJ-NESection 7 Township 0 N Range 2." E
E, N. M. T. Meridian, has filed notice
J

PAZ VALVERDE,

A fiillious Attack

o
have a bilious a'.tack
your liver fails to perform its func-tiorYou become constipated. The
food you eut feimer.ts in ycur stomach ins'ead of digesting. This, inliam-ethe stomach and causis nau?ea,
vomiting and a terrible headache Take
three of Chamberlain's Tablets. They
will tone up your liver, olea: out your
etomach and you 111 soon bi as well
as evr. They only cost a quitter.
you

s

NOTICE FOR rUBUCATION

1

You should state in your answer the
name of ih postoflice to which you
desire future notices to be sent to you.
PAZ VALVERDE,

Judson.

f

SW'i-NW-

letter.

l,

When

Taking Out Ink Stains.
NOTICE
OS PUBLICATION.
may not bo Riiierally known that
o
It Is quire cosy to take out Ink stains
Department of the Interior U. S. Land
with common soda.
Damp the stnln
Office at Clayton, New Mexico,
with cold water and then cover
July. 29, 1918
it with Hoda. Leave It for about
Notice is hereby gjvon, that
nn hour, till tha stnln completely
It docs not leave a mark Elmer T Mc Dani.l, of .Mosqusro.N M.
nfter.
who on Oct. .'I, 19U anl June 1. 1913,
made Homestead
and
018713
NOTICE FOft PUBLICATION
for
Sec, 11, and NJ.
Department of the Interior U. S. Land NWJ: Sec.ll and SW'i-Nanl Ni-SClayton, N. M., July 2:i, 1918.
Sec 11 and
l
Sec. 14.
Notice is hereby given that Moysps T(ip 18N itangí 29E.NMP
Meridian haa.
Fielasquez ,
of
Alhert , N. M. filed notice of intention to
make Final
who, on Juno 9, 191:5, made Homestead Three year, proof
to establish claim
Ses.iy; to the land above described, before
J
entry No. 0161 IS, for
Sec 19
F II Foster U S Commissioner a'his
N. M. P. M , has office at Roy, N. M., on Sept. 11th, 1913
Twp, 20N. It.
filed notice of intention to maka final
Claimant names as witnesses:
three year proof to establish claim to Wm. II. Hamilton
ChVs S. AYoidrcn
tho land aboví desjribtd, beforo F. II. John y..
YiMer
Hard
II. Sarum
Foster, U.S. Commissioner, at his e
All of Mes p ero, New Mexico,
in Roy, N. M., cn Sept, r.th, 1918.
TAZ VALVERDE. Rsgister.
names as witnesses:

It

You are, therefore, further notified
that thij ;aid allocations will be taken
'.iy this oiiice a:i having been confessed by you, and your raid entry will be
cancelled thereunder without your further ii;,ht to be heard therein, cither
before thi.-- ouics or on appeal, if you
fail to file in this office within twunty
d.iys after the FOURTH publication of
this notice, as .shown below, your answer, under calh, specifically meeting
and responding to these allegations of
contest, or if you fail within that time
to tile in this office due proof that you
have tcrved a copy of your answer
contestant either in peron the
son or by registered mail. If this
service in made by thi delivery of a
copy of your answer to the contestant in person, proof of such service
must be cither the said contestant's
written acknowledgment of his receipt of the copy, showing the date of
it3 receipt, or the affidavit oí the person by whom the delivery was made
stating when and where the copy was
delivered; if made by registered mail,
proof of such service must consist of
the affidavit of the person by whom
the copy was mailed stating when and
the postoffiec to which it was mailed,
and this affidavit must be accompanied
by the postmaster's receipt for the

8 31

Missouri,
after August 5th and while
absent I have made arrangements Judge Foster to look after
my Loan Business, '
Make applications to him or
see him about any business connected with your loans.
- J. E. Wildman
,
oan and Insurance Agency,

ll-

Mor

New Mexico.

absent from Roy, in
about three weeks

LJI

j

Register.
I will be

'

.

of intention to make Final Three Year
Proof, to establish claim to the land
above dassribei before Register and
Receivtr, U. S. l.dr.d Office, Clayton
N. M on the 17th of Sept 1918
.
sults.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Cosme C Hernandez.
Tho's MoGrath
Bud Finch has secured em- Joe Mastus, of Mills New, Mexico
of Hoy N. M.
ployment at Springer and will John MtCrystel

reside there for a while

t

,
Sec.
Tp 21 N. Rna 23E. Nil PM, has filed no
tico of intention to mako
.
.

J,

Ni-SW-

L

'

on Sept. 9, 1918.

Claimant names as witnesses:
A C Tiuiiilo,
Jihn Be:kman
F M Hu.hcs C V D Leatherman
all of Solano N M

To Improve your Digestion

to-M-

The object is
stated to be to punish criminals
by lawful
and
means if possible and to see that
anyway.
they are punished
Conditions have been insuf
ferable there for a long time. We
might censure the
people of the community for suffering it so long had not Roy
similar reign of
suffered a
recontly
that we
lawlessness so
cant forget it. We comend this
action of the good citizens of
Mills and trust they. will get re-

H'v-!ipc'-

W-'i'i-

citizens of Mills will
The
are
meet in a mass meeting at the STRAYED:-SorrelmL.
uhoulder
M.
ed
left
Weatherillhall in Mills Aug. 21th
hip. $5.00 reMX
left
branded
afternooon to form a Law Enreturn
for
ward
their
forcement League, the object of
Dick Dietterich, Roy N. M.
which will be to protect themselves against outlawry under
official protection.

M

NOTICE OF CONTEST

Mexico, who, on March 22d 1913,
mado Homestead Entry No. 019033, for
NwJ-NE-

rTi

sale-Ap-

Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
Office at Clayton, New Mexico
August 7, 1918
Notice is hereby given that
Ot3 Arbogaut, of Mills, Mora Ci, New

Cimrlor-.Tourmi-

A radical

A letter from our 'old friend
of Spencer,
W. P. Eichenlaub,
Ind. encloses a $3. check for an

Seed Wheat for
ply,
to -- Dr. BROWN Roy N.

NOTICE rOR rUSLICATION.

191S

is hereby given that
Ant-iniTorre!, of Roy, Nc.v M x,
who on Aupf.l0,19!l mado HE r.o!Hl.V
Notice

Ir

SPANISH-AMERICA-

All of Gallego?,

New Mexico

PAZ VALVERDE,
teglstor

9r 7

PAZ VALVERDE,

K0TICE TOR PUBLICATION.
Register
"For ycars'my digestion was so
Department of the Interior, U. S. Land
p or that I Cculd only eat tli3 lightest
Office at Santa Fe, New Mexico
Sale
for
Improved
Farm
1
tried everything thit heari
i'oods
Ju'y 29 m
of to get relief, but not untl about f.
my
I
clays
Notice is hereby given that
will
offer
ninety
For
VfEr ago when I saw Chambei Iain's
at Liberty Sam Tibr of Roy New Mexico
Tablets advciised and got a bottle of farm of 320 acres
w ho on January 21 1915
mado Homethem did I find the light treatment. School 13 miles northeast of Roy
019114 for SK
No
Entry
stead
Since takidy them my digestion is fino" for $4,200.00, cash.
and NEJ- - Section 25 Township 18
Bowers, lndinn, Fa.
fi'3. Blanche
j
This farm is well improved ha? Ranga 25 E N. M. P.
good new house of 6 rooms!" good Meridian, has filed notice of intention
The Best Piaster
well and windmill, barn, all fenc- tomake three Year Proof, to establish
o
hind above described, beA piece of fiar.ml dampened
with ed and 160 acres under cultiva- claim to the
H. Foster U S Commissioner
F.
fore
Chamberlain's Litiiit cnt ar.d bound on tion, Rural Free Delivery, and
11 1918.
over the seat of pain is ofien more telephone, 200 yards to School at Roy Nv M. on Sept.
Claimant
witnesses:
as
name3
effectual for a lama back than a plas
A Waldo Morris
Flornce Wright
and church, Good young orchard,
ter and do s not cost anything like as
A J Smitb,
Dean Tyler,
with
trees
shade
of
acres
three
much.
and windbreak. Good neighbor All of Roy Now Mexico
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION
PAZ VALVERDE, Register.
Apply to
hood.
8 SI
o
L. A. CANON Roy N.M.
Department of the Interior.
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
July 29, 1918
Notice is hereby given that
William L. Johnson of Mills New Mex
The Roy Drug Store
vho.on Aug. 3 1915 made Homestead
Entry No. 020599 for
NEJ SEJ and NEJ, Section 14, '
Pure Drugs, Chemicals and
i

FAIRVIEW PHARMACY

Ran-- e
2514.
Twp.21 N.,
N. M. P.
M., has filed notiae of intention to
make three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, before F.H. Foster, U.S. Commissioner
at Roy, New Mexico, on Sept.

9--

Claimant names as witnesses:
A. P. Pul is
CB Con-mAren Meikla
"'.Tom McGrath
7
AÜ of Mill. New Mexico,
t

PAZ VALVERDE, Registw.

'

Patent Medicines
Perodicals and Stationery

Kodaks and Eastman Supplies
Perfumes and Toilet Articles

Dr. M. D. Gibbs, Prop.
ROY,

.

N. Mex.

THE

SPANISH-AMERICA-

FOREIGN

AN EPITOME OF

MARKET

LATE LIVE NEWS
RECORD OF THE
CONDENSED
PROGRESS OF EVENTS AT
HOME AND ABROAD.

FROM ALL SOURCES
SAYINGS,

YANKS WIPE

OUT
more than 130 miles in
LATE
has
front
French
length behind the
been built in less than 100 days and
OF HUNS
opened for traffic
Gathered From All Over
Gen. Hans von Boehn, the German
QUOTATIONS
"retreat specialist," has been appointed to the supreme German comWaatarn Nawapapar Union Nawa Sarvlca.
FRENCH AND BRITISH ADVANCE
mand on the Somme front.
DENVER MARKET.
LINE AND CAPON FOUR-MILThe total of German losses from the
Waatarn Nawapapar Union Nawa Service.
Tattle,
beginning of the war to the end of Fat steers, graasers,
TURE MANY PRISONERS.
chote
COMING EVENTS.
6,000,-00to prime.
July, 1918, is understood to be
fl 001.E0
8
Annual meeting; New Mexico
Oct.
Fat eteere, graaaers, good
according to Paris morning newsAssociation at AlbuHealth
Public
15.00
to cholea
14. 00
querque.
papers.
Fat ataera, graaaers, fair
to good
1!. 00lt.i0 LYS SECTOR
GRUMBLES
0
Gallup Is planning on spending
Ten policemen have been wounded Helfera, prima
10. 00411.00
Cowa,
fat, good to choice.. I. 004 v.ia
in a big paving project.
seriously and many rioters injured at
8. 00 ') 8.75
Cowa, fair to good
Nagoya, Japan, over the high cost of Cowa, medium
Governor Lindsey visited Gallup to
7. 00$ 8.00
to fair
6.
7.00
Cowa,
00
persons
canners
have been arrested
rice. Fifty
BAT-TLurge
lnei eased coal production.
CONNECTS
STRATEGY
FOCH
7. 000 1.00
Bulla
at Nagoya and 300 at Ohaka.
, 10. 00611.(0
Veal calvea
normal at El
The
GIVES
IN
WEST
LINE8
The health of King Ferdinand of Feedera, good to choice.... 11. 00011. V
school.
a
to
vocation
be
is
Rito
Feadera, fair to good
t. 0010.60
ALLIES NEW ADVANTAGE.
Bulgaria, who Is at Nauhelm, suddenly Stockera, good to cholea... I. 76
60
of
State Tax
meeting
the
next
The
1.76
1. 00
has become worse, according to a dis- Stockars, fair to good
Commission will be held Sept. 2.
7.76
Stockera, medium to fair.. 7. 26
patch received at Geneva from Munich.
Waiters. Newapapar Union Nawa Service.
Marlon Gray of Eagle Hill, died of
Hoga.
His condition now is considered critGood hogs
Army In
$188.00011.11
received in action in France.
American
the
wounds
With
ical.
early
19.
Aug.
Americans
The
200,000
trout have been disSheep.
Over
Lieut. Walter B. Miller of New York Lambs
morning captured the vil- tributed in the streams throughout the
Saturday
$l.76rl7.60
City, former member of the Lafayette Ewea
12.00(613.00
conYearlings
slate.
14.00016.00 lage of Frapelle and eradicated a
escadrllle, who was transferred to the YVathers
lJ.OOto 18.76 siderable German salient In the allied
The women of Dona Ana county
American service, was killed in an
the
by
were
taken
lines. Prisoners
HAY AND URAIlt MARKET.
been asked to volunteer for work
have
aerial combat on Aug. 3 His patrol,
evidently
Americans and the Germans
'
farms.
on
consisting of eight machines, was atthe
F. O. B Dearer, Carload Price
suffered heavy casualties In killed and
Har.
tacked by a German squadron of thirA heavy flow of wet petroleum gas
wounded.
ty aeroplanes. He fell inside the Colorado Upland, per ton. .$M.00 17.00
has been found in the Mesa Verde
Upland, per ton. 16.000 18.00
American lines. The other members Nabraaka
Paris. The French made further well at Aztec.
Prairie Hay, Colorado and
18 00
of the patrol escaped after a fierce
The New Mexico Central warehouse
Timothy, per ton.....'.'!!.'! 17ÍOO0 1Í.00 progress Saturday north and south of
struggle.
1,000 prison- and water tank at Estancia were dehaving
taken
16.00
Avre,
the
per
jt.uuiy
ion
"""i,
18.004 20.00 ers and numerous machine guns. stroyed by fire.
Gen. Justino Cotero, federal com- South Park, per ton
17 nnrfij
Gunnlaon.
p..... v... .......
v 18.00
mander at Pearson, Chihuahua, was iftraw, per v.ii.v
6.00 Marshal Foch has at last definitely
ton
New Mexico will get $15,000 of the
Lopet's
by
killed,
Martin
band when Oats,
connected up the battles of the Alsne $2,307,460 federal fund for vocational
$2.30
Nebraska,
buying...
100
lbs.,
the passenger train was dynamited Colorado n.t. hiillr kii.ln.
2.30 and the Somme.
education In 1918-12.60
and robbed at Consuelo station. Gen- Corn chop, sack selling
Corn in aack, sailing
8.47
The Meslla Valley cabbage crop has
no
Cotero
recognized
by
given
was
Fran- umien reed, sacked, selling
eral
The Germans are being
1.9
been
marketed, and brought the growcisco Villa, who was with Lopez, and Bran, Colo., per 100 Iba., selling.;. 1.30 rest by the Franco-Britisforces north
be ordered the general executed. His Hungarian Patent, 8 'lbi., aacked
and south of the Somme, and the ers over $20,000.
aged mother was also killed and his
16.14 French and Americans along the
The opening date for dove shooting
uujeci 10 aiacount
48 Iba., aacked, aubject
Aug. 16 and the open season condaughter carried away to the hills by Hungarian.
are
was
In
Lorraine
Vesle.
Americans
The
to dlacount
1.57
the bandits, according to Judge Jesus
harassing the enemy by artillery fire tinues until Dec. 15.
FOH.TR V,
Cuen, who was on the train which
and local attacks. Nowhere has the
In spite of war conditions Colfax
followed the wrecked one. Fifty-fivenemy had the better of any encoun- county Is proceeding with the conDreaaed Poultry.
federal soldiers were killed and areThe following prlcei on live poultry ter.
struction of new schools.
net V .0. 11. Danver:
wounded when a second train carry- Turkeya,
Over a front of four miles between
80 082
fancy d. p
A total of $1,000 has been raised for
Turkeya.
ing ammunition to Santa Rosalia was
026
old toma
Ballleul and Vieuz Berquin on the Lys
It
Turkeya. cholea
the Salvation Army war fund in Las
80 022
British,
wrecked at Bachlba pass. The dynasector,
advanced
the
have
27
Hena, lb
Cruces and the Mesilla valley.
30
87
Ducks, young
mited train rolled down a steep emfrom 1,000 to 2,000 yards, taking the
Oeeae
26
027
Eight young women of San Miguel
Tillage of Outtersteen and 400 prisbankment, thirty of the soldiers being Kooatera
16
018
county have volunteered to serve as
killed In the wreck and others shot
oners.
by the Lopez band.
I.lve Poultry.
A little to the south along the Lys, nurses for the duration of the war.
Roostera, lb
U
10
near
Mervllle, the British have adThe assessed valuation of Union
íí
26
SPORT
22
Turkeva. 10 lh i, n.r
vanced their line, and still .farther county will show an Increase this year
20 023
The Missouri Valley Tennis Tourna- Hena
20
Ducks, young
south, between Arras and Albert, the of almost $3,000,000 and Grant county
28
ment, an uninterrupted annual event Duckllnita. lb
Germans have been relieved, under almost $2,000,000.
27
Sprlnga
of the last sixteen years, will not be Geese
20
pressure, of further terrain near
Samuel Munez of Mora, who was
played this year, it was announced at lirollere, 1
29 0 30
to i Iba
shot by a tourist, died at his home.
Kansas City.
Along the Vesle, where the AmeriEggs.
The alleged assailant was captured
Great Lakes, 111., naval training sta- Egga, graded
cans and French are holding the line,
No. 1 net, F. O.
and lodged in the Mora county jail. tion has heard the first call for footB. Denver
18
declpro-ca-l
there
has
been
considerable
ball. All halfbacks and ends scatterel EtSKS, graded No. i net. F. O.
Verne Haymaker, son of Mrs. O. H.
ao
artillery shelling. The allies gave
B. Denver
among the 4G.000 sailors at the station
Haymaker of Roswell, who is serving
the enemy two shells for one.
have been requested to report to
Butter.
An indication that the German Une with the naval reserves at San Diego,
44
Coach Herman Olcott
for summer Creameries, ex. 1st grade, lb.
immediately in front of the French has recently been appointed captain of
42
Creameries, 2d grade, lb
practice.
40
Proceaa
and Americans is thinly held Is the the ninth division of the gunner's crew.
83 0334
Packing atocle
A new woman's record for swimfact that the American patrols at vaMrs. Louis II field of Albuquerque is
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Senator Gallinger, 81, Is Dead. . ganized as a Red Cross auxiliary, a
confined his statements to pointing
New York. Lead 18.06.
Franklin, N. H. United States Sen- class in knitting has been formed and
Spelter East St. Louis delivery,
out that the Germans now have been
ator Jacob H. Gallinger of New Hamp- every woman who did not know how
pushed back until they are not within 28.6008.75.
Copper $25.62 tf.
shire, died at a hospital here Aug. 17. to knit has now learned.
fifty miles of Paris at any point.
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Bar silver
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Favors War Against Germany.
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off the northern Virginia coast.
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ther said a new Siberian government
strong peace move, including the evac 42c; firsts, 40c; seconds,
40c; packi34c.
was being organized at Omsk, whose that a recreation house for Red Cross
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26c;
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concede to Austria a solution of the
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war
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renewal
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New York. Cotton October, 30.47; against Germany. Americans were re- room, rest room, sewing and knitting
of an Austrian archduke as king, the December,
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room, and a library.
ported safe.
dispatch asserts.
29.90; May, 29.83; middling, 33.35.
The "work or fight" edict has been
President and Mrs. Wilson went to
BIDES AND PELTS.
Woman Killed In Auto Smashup.
productive of good men for some of
Manchester, Mass., for a few days'
Dry Flint Hides.
Colorado Springs. Mrs. Kate Christhe baseball teams of copper camps of
Pound
rest in the seclusion of a colonial manButcher
30o tie was killed, Mrs. Albert Jones susthe southwest, for the copper mine
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Bulls and stag, Nos. 1 and 2 flat.... 16c tained a broken arm and other injur- jobs allow the players to work and
Visits were interchanged with Col. E. Culls
and glue hides
xj0 ies, and her
son Harold was play ball at the same time. The high
M. House, the President's Intimate
Raited hides, 2c to 8c per lb. less
internally injured when the automo- wages of the copper camps have been
Horsehldes
to
friend, but most of the time was spent
green salted.
bile driven by Albert Jones left the attractive to ball players, and the minenjoying some of the price ofDry Flint
In the
Pelts.
road in Cliff Dwellers1 cation, near ing companies have been liberal in
weather,
of the Wool pelts, butchers and murthe most delightful
rains together
Í4ffl47a Manltou, Sunday afternoon, and rolled their support of baseball.
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39040c down a forty-foo- t
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27i30o ing
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No.
Mrs. Christie and the Jones boy los at Santa Clara staged an ancient
12014c
of
the United Bucks, saddles and pieces of'
former Vice President
under the car. Two other children suf- racing ceremony similar to that at
pelts
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25
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ABOUT THE WAR
British troops have gained further
ground at the apex ef the Lys salient
in Flanderi.
The Canadians captured the village
of Pvrvllleri. A number of machine
guns and prisoners were taken.
Allied pressure has been effectively
renewed against the German line in
the region of Roye, on the Flcardy battle front.
All hostile positions between the
western outskirts of Bray and Etino-hehave fallen into the bands of the
Australians.
It Is believed In London that because
of the scarcity of reserves the Germans will fight on the defensive on
their present line.
Twenty-twGerman alrplans were
destroyed and six driven out of control Wednesday, and fifteen British
airplanes are missing.
Blemont,
The Germans reached
about a mile southeast of Lasslgny,
to which they retired, following a new
advance by the French.
The town of RIbecourt, on the road
leading to Noyon and six and
miles southwest of that town,
was captured by the French.
After an extremely bitter contest,
have
the British and Americans
gained a foothold In the Important liton the
tle town of
northern bank of the Somme.
Sharp fighting continues east of Arman court. Just east of Lasslgny there
was a lively combat for Chasseurs'
trench, in the middle of Plessler park.
The fighting ended in a victory for
the French.
Allied forces occupied
and St. Aurln, and reached their
old line trenches east of Armancourt
Friday. Farther north they pressed
forward toward the Chaulnes-Royline, taking Damery wood.
French and Canadian troops have
made progress against the Germans
ner a from of more than three miles
between Goyencourt and Laucourt.
west of Roye, according to the French
official communication. The Bols des
Loges, five miles south of Roye, also
has been penetrated deeply by the
French.
From Archangel allied troops have
made good progress southward toward
Vologda and apparently are operating
in three columns against the Bolshevik!, whose opposition Is reported to
have been fairly determined. The occupation of Baku by British troops
who came north through Persia from
Bagdad Is a blow to German and Turkish pretenses In the Caucasus.
o
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WESTERN
James B. Neale, director of production of the fuel administration, announced the appointment of twenty-eigh- t
production managers in the principal coal fields of the country. Among
the production managers are A. K.
Craig, Montana and northern Wyoming; Thomas Sneddon, Utah and
southern Wyoming; J. F. Welborn,
Colorado, and George T. Brown, New
Mexico.
All street, car lines and automobile
busses operated by the Tucson Rapid
Transit Company were tied up at Tucson, Ariz., when em ploy és went on
flat
strike after a demand for a
increase per hour had been refused.

WASHINGTON
France was given a loan of
by the Treasury, bringing the
total credits to France to $2,065,000,-000- .
$200,-000,00- 0

ñ

NERVOUS
BREAKDOWN

SALIENT

New Mexico

E

$75,-00-

Mía Kelly Telia How Lydia

E. Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound Restored
Her Health.

Stand, and had headaches every day.

members

frage meeting about the La Fayette
statue.
An 8 per cent exemption, in addition
ito a specific $3,000 exemption on the
excess profits of corporations, with a
tax of 40 per cent on all excess profits
between 8 per cent and. 20 per cent
and a tax of 60 per cent on all excess
profits exceeding 20 per cent, was
agreed upon by the House ways and
means committee. The committee, in
writing this schedule into the
revenue bill, also adopted the
treasury's alternative plan for a flat 80
per cent tax on war profits.
Four million American soldiers can
defeat the German army in the belief
of General March, chief of staff, and
present plans of the War Department
call for more than that number under
arms nexteummer, with some 3,200,000
of them, or eighty divisions, in France
by June 30.
W. P. G., Harding of Birmingham,
Ala., was designated by President Wilson to Wis third successive term as
governor of the federal reserve board.
The American people have bought
$500,000,000 of War Savings and Thrift
Stamps.
$8.000,-000,00-
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I

tried everything I
could think of and)
was under m physician's care for two
A girl friend
Íeara.
Lydia E.

n

iPinkham'i

Vege

table Compound and
he told me about
the first
it From
day I took it I began
to feel bettor and
now I am well and
abio to do most any

Lor-raln- e,

bind f

T

mnrle

have been recommending the Com
pound ever since and give you my permission to publish this letter." Mis
Flo Kelly, 476 So. 14th St, Newark,

N.J.

,
The reason this famous root and
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
hero-remedy-

Compound, was so successful in Mis
Kelly's case was because it went to th
root of her trouble, restored her to
normal healthy condition and aa result
ber nervousness disappeared.
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That Pot of Beans.
s
We were talking with some of
who shortly before had served in
the trenches with the first detachment
assigned to the firing line. They told
us of the fighting and the raids and
how young Enrlght and Hay had met
their death.
"But how do you like life in the
tha-boy-

trenches?"
Gee I You ought
"Oh, not so bad
to have seen those beans. It was this
way. The cook had just cooked a pot
of beans for supper and had put It oo
the edge of the trench to cool, when
along came a Germnn shell and hit it
square. Geel I guess it must have
rained beans for an hour and we didn't
have any supper. It was great l"
Francis Rogers in the Vigilantes.
1

More Ferocious.
"By gnd!" prldefully ejaculated a
prominent resident of the Rumpus
Ridge region of Arkansas. "The way
them American soldiers fight the Germans Is n sight on earth! They
catamounts In battle, and then some !"
"
returned Gap Johnson-"B- ut
you ort to see my fourteen children fight amongst thelrselves over, a
sack of mixed candy when I bring It
home from town for 'eral" Kansas
City Star.
are-reg'I-

ring-taile- d

"Uh-huh!-

Any woman can keep a secret per
talning to the fact that her new dress
Is but an old one made over.

í

-
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of the National Woman's party weie in the District of Columbia Jail as the result of
their second attempt to hold a sufTwenty-eigh- t

'

Newark, N. J. "For tbont three
years 1 suffered from nervous break
uuwn anu ku sv
weak I couldnardlr
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Children
Like
ih attractive flavor ofthe healthful

cereal drink

P0STUM
And It's fine for
them too, for it

contains nothing
harmfu- l- only the

goodness of wheat
and pure molasses.
PoSTUM is now regularly used in place
of tea and coffee
in many of the best
of families.
.

Wholesome econom

ical and healthtui.
"JiereJr a Reason"

THE
of It is fraud stuff. Wooden articles
are reputed to be made from trees that
grow on historic spots, but are really
bogus. Strings of beads are manufac
tured by the mile and sold to the public as the work of Indians.
The same
is true of moccasins, toy canoes and
the like.
At best the bulk of these goods Is
Millions of Dollars Thrown Away
rubbish, and our outgo for this purfor Trifles That Ought to
pose might well be cut off entirely during the war. To do this requires abSet Nation Thinking.
solutely no sacrifice; The people en
gaged In this business will simply have
to do what so many of us have already
GOES done, adjust themselves to war.
SOME WAYS I
Aside from souvenirs, we are wan
ton spenders for actual merchandise
Postcard and Cheap Souvenirs Take that is Inferior or worthless. Ttiere Is
a great class of people to whom cheapBig Sum Every Year Billions
ness or flashlness appeals, rather than
Spent for Needlees Telephone
utility and economy. A dealer In cheap
Calls and Telegrams.
goods told me that he netted $23,000 a
year from merchandise that was prac
By EDWARD MOTT WOOLLEY.
tically worthless. He found it easy to
It seems Incongruous that In tills appeal to the spending Instincts of his
rich and wonderful land of ours It customers.
should be necessary to conduct mighty
Unnecessary Phone Calls.
selling and adverting campaigns In
Not many of us ever Btop to think
order to raise money to crush our en- of the Immense amount of money that
emiescruel and dangerous enemies Is spent for unnecessary telephone
who are bent on throttling the very libcalls. Wherever you go the telephone
erty on which our country has been booths are occupied, and when you
built. If we really felt the Impulse, catch fragments of the conversations
we could raise six or eight billion doyou usually find them unimportant.
llars spontaneously and without the Reginald calls up his best girl to tell
blare of salesmanship and publicity; her he still loves her, Maude calls Aand we would do It so easily that Ger- lgernon to thank him for the chocolates.
many and her allies would stand No 'matter how trivial the occasion,
aghast at our overwhelming resources our first Impulse Is to step Into a teleand purpose.
phone booth.
The trouble is thot even yet we do
If five million people would save one
tjot realize the tragedy that Is over
call a day it would mean a
us. The war has not sunk Into the total of over ninety million dollurs a
milWith a
American consciousness.
year. Doubtless several times this sum

AMERICAN PEOPLE

GREATSPEHDERS

--

five-ce-

lion or more of our boys In France, and
the casualty lists coming home every
day, we still lack the pulsating fervor
of Intrepid courage the cottrage that
wells within one and stirs the soul.
Fighting Impulse Needed.
The one unquestionable evidence of
courage is the willingness to sacrifice.
A man who sees his child In deadly
peril Is lnstnntly ready to sacrifice
verythlng, even his Ufe. It takes no
argument to "sell" to hira the need of
courage. He gets it from within. The
lighting impulse dominates his every
Instinct. What we most need . In
America today Is fighting Impulse.
Once we get it the doom of Germany,
as a menace to ourselves and to the
world, will be sealed. If we had this
valorous, undaunted determination we
ould raise, this coming year, not merely six or eight billion, but as many billion as our country might need. Let
ms search our hearts, therefore, and
discover why it Is that brass-banmethods are needed to sell us Liberty
oonds. It seems all the more Incredible that such should be the case when
the money we are asked to contribute
Is merely money saved for ourselves.
Indeed, we could put through this
fourth Liberty loan without even feeling it directly. I am not talking here
about great sacrifices. With merely triv
ial and passing Inhibition we con make
this fourth loan a glorious manifesta
tion of Americanism.
Never was there such a nation of
upenders we literally throw money to
the winds. Cash runs out of our pock
ets into a hundred channels of extrav
agnnce.
Tempted at every turn by
something that appeals to our pleasure'
saturated instincts, we hand out the
dimes, quarters and dollars. We work
hard, most of us, and we play hard,
Many of us play with an amazing
abandon that scarcely reckons the cost.
And we gratify ourselves not only at
playp, but we satisfy our luxury-lovintendencies and our vanity in many of
the things that enter Into our dally
lives.
Let us consider here merely the mil
llon that go for trivial things that do
not count as permanent Investments
cither for utility or luxury.
Millions Spent for Cards.
For instance, take our post card
inania. This hnhit, which perhaps we
would not criticize In times of peace,
A dealer est!
is almost universal.
mates that 50,000,000 people spend an
average of a dollar a year on the
cheaper kinds of cards, and an add!
tlonal sum of a hundred million dol
lars on postage. But on the fancy cards
and more expensive sets, sold largely
to tourists, the estimate is $200,000,000,
In addition to the postage. Including the
cards that are kept by the purchasers,
it Is probable that the total is half a
billion dollars. Many men have made
I know of
fortunes in this business.
one former valentine manufacturer
who retired with a lot of money.
It is certainly Inconsistent that this
great sum should go for such a
trivial purpose when the nation is involved in this mighty war that calls
Here is one
for cash everlastingly.
expenditure that could be eliminated
almost wholly until the war is over,
Besides this amount put into Liberty
tonds might mean something worth
while to the people themselves.
Then there Is another class of sou--

g

'

'

could be saved very easily by the gen

eral public on local and
calls. We are lavishly extravagant In
the use of the telephone. I know of
business houses that tulk several times
a day between New York and Chicago,
Incurring tolls on each occasion that
run from five to forty dollurs or more.
If there Is one thing that the Americans haven't learned it is economy of
talk which In these days of war need
e

might well mean millions of dollars in
Liberty Bonds. The telephone wires
are heavily overtaxed, anyhow.
Then there Is the telegraph. We
have this habit, too. With a little
planning we could commonly use a
three-cen- t
stamp Instead of a
One large wholesale house
requires all Its traveling men to report dnlly by telegrum, an expenditure that might' be eliminated. The
telegruph tolls of some of the large Industrial and commercial establishments ore so big that they seem In-

credible.
The night letter Is, in a measure, a
luxury, at least we could do away
with the social phase of it and
I hapof the domestic.
much
pen to know one business man, who.
on his frequent and long absences
from home, gets a night letter from his
wife every morning and sends one each
night. Nor are these messages confined to fifty words, but often run several times that length. Baby had the
colic; Freddy fell downstairs and
skinned his knee, Jeannette had her
hair washed.
I happen to be acquainted also with
with a young man who revels in night
letters to his fiancee. They are real letters, too, beginning like this: "Darling Sue I love you more than ever.
I couldn't sleep last night thinking of
you. Do you love me still? . .
A certain business man, the head of
a large concern, goes away at Intervals
to rest for a week or two, but Insists
on having a night letter every morning, narrating the substance of the
previous day's business. These messages run Into hundreds of words every
Í would not belittle the night letter ;
but in the present stress we need to
curtail whatever part of this expense
may be unnecessary, and loan the
money to the government.

The Taxicab Mania.
We Americans also have the taxl-cn- b
mania. There is a very large class
of men and women who ride In cabs
habitually, and let go immense sums in
the aggregate. They take taxlcabs to
go a few blocks. In a group of twenty
leading cities there are about four hundred thousand of these vehicles, and if
each of them absorbed ten dollars every dny In unnecessary fares the aggregate would be over fourteen million
dollars a year. What would be the
total for the whole United States? It
is a luxury to Jump into a cob whenever ones wants to move about, but
these are stern times and we need to
The boys in
be more
France do not ride In cobs, and the
money we waste on this form of luxury
might better go into gas masks for
them.
We American men saturate ourselves
with many kinds of soft indulgences
as in the barber shops. These places
in the high class hotels, as well as the
better shops outside, take from us Imvenirs that masquerade as merchanmense sums for what? Here is a
dise and absorb an astonishing amount
es
and
tourists
tvpical
money.
list: Shave, 25c; haircut, 50c;
Travelers
of
pecially waste their cash upon these shampoo, 33c; bay rum, 15c; face masthings, and immense quantities are sage, 35c; manicure. 50c; shine, 10c;
The tips, 20c; total $2.40. It Is not unnold to the people everywhere.
'bulk of this stuff is useless Junk at common for men to go through the
least in war time, when conservation whole list, and to pay additional money
Is the high need. Why spend our money for hair tonics and other fancy frills.
these days for fancy baskets, card
When we analyze this list we find
trays, wooden claptrap articles,
that the only Item really necessary is
and perhaps the shine.
trinkets, popguns, stuff and the haircut
whim whams? The souvenir stores In Men can shave themselves at a cost of
Atlantic City, Asbury Park, Coney Is- two or three cents, and save perhaps
land, Revere Beach near Boston, Venhalf nn hour In time. Our soldier boys
ice near Los Angeles, and similar es- cannot Indulge In these effeminacies.
tablishments take more than a hundred Many of them, In those good old days
million dollars out of our pockets of pence, were In the class that patronevery summer.
One small town conized these shops, but today they are
cern in Atlantic City sells a hundred made of more Draconian stuff. Why
thousand dollars worth, on which the should we ourselves Indulge In these
net profit is over fifty thousand. There costly habits when the nation calls for
.are factories that turn out this sort cannon to back our troops abroad?
-- of product in vast quantities,
and much
If a million men spend an average of
--

knick-knack-

s,

SPANISH-AMERICA-

50 cents day unnecessary In barber
shop we have a total of $182,500,000.
under the actual figures, taking Into
consideration all classes of people. In
the less exclusive barber shops one
finds a continual stream of men, of the
moderate salary class, who Indulge In
the Items I have enumerated. We
might guess the total ought to be at
least half a billion dollars.
To have our shoes slilned we spend
at least $100,000,000 a year and a million more than the' market price for
shoe laces because we wish to avoid
the trouble of putting them in ourselves. Some of this expense undoubtedly is necessary, but while the war
lasts we need not be ashamed of any
form of Spartan economy. We can be
tight handed and rigorous with our
nickels and dimes without being open
to the charge of stinginess provided
we use the money for government
needs. We can shine our own shoes
for a tenth of this hundred million dollars. There are In New York a number
of men who linve grown very wealthy
from the
business. Among
them are some large tenement owners
one reputed to be worth millions.
There are more than fifty thousand
bootblack places In the United States,
some of them employing a dozen or
more men. The mnjorlty of these
bootblacks are within the fighting age,
at least they ought to be doing some
sort of war service, instead of shining
shoeswhlle American blood runs so
freely on the other side.
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troops m MussevaiiA,
after a battle with the Turks. 3
met and de
Funnel of American torpedoboat bearing the star that Is awarded each of these vessels that has
stroyed a submarine.
1

Alsace.

Women Big Wasters.
But when it comes to this kind of
women spend far more
money than men. Figures secured from
one large department store give some
Interesting sidelights on possible economies. Its sales of toilet goods last
year ran about 1.3 per cent of Its total
sales. Thus for every million dollars
lu sales Its customers buy $13,000
worth of toilet articles. Apply this
rate to all the stores in the United
Stutes and you have a total of unnumbered millions. The term toilet goods
Is very elastic, including both necessary and unnecessary articles, but the
conscientious
war saver no doubt
would class
of these Items as
partly dispensable, such ns perfumery,
certain soaps, powders, rouge, toilet
waters,
beauty compounds,
and the like.
America's women are highly scented. We live In an atmosphere redolent with ambrosia. From almost every
woman one posses on the "porade"
streets of the cities there comes an
aura of roses, or perhaps violets. Our
girls demand scents, In Infinite variety,
not only in perfumery Itself, but In
hundreds of products. Merely to grati
fy our sense of olfactory luxury we
spend tens of millions of dollars annually. Yet In France the husbands,
brothers and sweethearts of our women and girls are sweating and fighting
In noisome places amid the stench of
disease and death. The odors they get
are of gunpowder and blood. Surely
we can spnre some of our perfumery
money In the cause, for which we sent
them abroad.
If It were possible to estimate the
money spent by women In New York
alone for halrdresslng and beauty culture It would undoubtedly run into the
tens of millions. One hairdresser In
the metropolitan district states that
within eighteen months, or since America entered the war, he has built up a
business that nets him seven hundred
dollars a month.
A woman proprietor of a
beauty establishment says that fifty
customers bring her a revenue of
a year, that she realized a clear
profit of $20,000 on powders, creams
and perfumes, that she sold sets of
cosmetics at seven hundred dollars
each. Thousands of women pay fancy
fees for . hair waving, tinting and
bleaching.
announces
One concern
twelve colors, ranging from black to
gohlen blonde. Much money also goes
of freckles, wrinkles treatment, face bleaching and so on. The
manicure bill in New York Is enormous, and the chiropody outgo large.
These places are furnished In the utmost luxury.
If only we could Impress on women of this class the dreadful hardships our American youths are
undergoing In the great cause
The lesson ought to sink home to all
women in America, who in greater or
lesser degree, let their good money go
for such futile vanities.
It Is estimated that a million men
and women throughout the country are
giving to the Turkish baths an average of a dollnr a day. Thus we have
a total of $305,000,000 a year. To this
we can add perhaps half as much for
massage, attendant fees, special treatment and Incidentals.
Bathing is commended, but most of
us, at least those who have the Turkish bath habit, can take our ablutions
at home. The soldiers in Europe don't
have Turkish baths. We Imagine we
need them here. We eat big dinners
and fill ourselves with rheumatic deposits, poison ourselves by gormandlz
Ing. We contract colds because our
systems are too badly clogged to throw
off the germs. It is when we are stuffed with rich viands and all sorts of
luxuries that we turn to the Turkish
bath for relief. Why not discipline
ourselves during the war and transfer
all these millions of dollars into the
fund that is going to beat autocracy
and the German peril?
I have touched oh merely a few of
the Items of unnecessary outgo. The
list might be extended indefinitely. But
there ought to be enough here to set us
thinking, and we can make the extensions ourselves. There Is no use
denying the fact that the people have
not yet put themselves on a war basis
financially. We are still wasting millions on trifles. The war would be
over now If we had taken ourselves In
hand at the beginning.
$30,-00-

'
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Old Glory Implnnted on German soil for the first time, at a review
2 Wounded Arab soldiers of the army of Hedja being removed
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REVIEW OF

THE (5REAT WAR
Allies Continue Their Advance in

Picardy Steadily but
More Slowly.

ROYE

AND NOYON IN DANGER

First American Field Army Is Formed
Situation in Austria and Russia
Bill
Improved
in the Senate.
Man-Pow-

By EDWARD W. PICKARD.
Moving more slowly but steadily and
the allies last
With determination,
week pushed the Germans further
back in Picardy. General von Boehm,
the Hun "retreat specialist," having
been placed in command on the Somme
front, put up an increasingly strong
resistance to protect his withdrawal,
and the fighting became rather localized. The fiercest struggle was toward
the south end of the battle line, where
the French were forcing their way toward Noyon. Overcoming tremendous
resistance, they drove the Germans
from most of the massif or heights of
Lassigny early In the week, and also
moved forward in the Oise valley.
Then they gained a secure footing on
the Thlescourt plateau and thus dam
inated most of the country northeast
of them for miles. This movement and
the unceasing pressure of the British
from the northward Imperiled the en
emy's position In Roye, although he
clung with desperation to that city
and to Chaulnes further north. Along
much of the Une he was holding he
had the advantage of the old trenches
and wire entanglements built by him
prior to July, 1016.
Whether Von Boehm would elect to
try to make a prolonged stand there,
or fall back on the much stronger
Peronne-Noyoline was not revealed,
but observers believed he would choose
the latter course, and the fact that
he was withdrawing his troops north
of Albert strencthened this view. He
evacuated the towns of Beaumont,
Hamel, Serre, Pulsieux au Mont and
on
Bucquoy, taking up positions
heights more easily defended. Along
the Somme, on both banks, the British,
with the able assistance of some
American troops have been advancing
slowly, taking Bray and Etinehera.

Geneva dispatches said the Austria- Swiss frontier was closed for some
days and all trains were full of Aus
trian troops golug to the Italian front,
which was taken to mean another coming offensive there. However, the Itnl- ions were ready for it and daily Improved their positions, especially In
the mountains.
In Albnnla the Austrlans evacuated
all points held by them south of the
Semen! river.
An amazing development is the seiz
ure of Baku, center of the Caspian sea
oil district, by a British force which
made its way up through Mesopotamia
and Persia.

ta

The narlous condition of the central
powers resulted In a "kaiser conference" at German mnln headquarters
which was attended by the rulers of
Germuny and Austria and their chief
advisers and by representatives of the
Turks, Bulgarians and Russian bolshe
vik I. The internal situation In Aus
is growing
especially
worse or rather better dally ; an explosion there almost any day would
not greatly surprise anyone. Bulgaria
shows slcns of breaking away from
its confederates, and as for Turkey, the
general public knows nothing of wnat
Is going on there or what is expected.

ta

The situation in Russia, including
Siberia, also Is Improving, for the
forces opposed to the bolshevlkl and
the Germans are growing stronger and
amalgamating.
The possibility of establishing an eastern front that will
seriously worry the Huns is being considered, especially since the "supreme
government of the northern territory,"
embracing half a dozen districts, has
declared Itself opposed to the Germans
and ready to fight them. Possession
of the port of Archangel and the Mur-ma-n
coast gives the allies an inlet
for troops to help this movement. That
Germany recognizes the menace Is evident from the facts that she Is sending
more soldiers from the west front to
Russia, and has ordered Finland to
prepare to make war on the people of
Murmansk and the allies there. Dis
patches from Helslngfora declared the
Germans Intend to occupy Petrograd,
though what they would gain by pos
city is
session of that hunger-strickeLenlne and Trotsky
not apparent
and their soviet government were reported to have fled from Moscow to
Kronstndt,
the great fortress near
Petrograd, and to have placed the exe
cution of power In the hands of a tri
umvirate composed of Lenine, Trotsky
and Zinovleff. Lenlne also Issued a
manifesto urging the pitiless annihlla
tlon of all
ta
Moscow being admittedly in the con
Noyon
Roye
and
in the advance on
the
of the
trol
from the southwest the French have
German embassy also fled from that
been fighting over extremely difficult
city to Pskov, which greatly perturbed
ground with numerous ravines that
German press.
furnish cover for the innumerable ma- the
The diplomats of all the allied powchine guns the Germans have been users, now living on warships at Arch
ing. But the French kept bringing up
angel, have demanded of Trotsky an
their artillery and cleaning out these explanation of his threat that Russia
nests, and long before the end of the
would declare war "against Anglo
week they had taken Rlbecourt, on
imperialism."
French
the Oise, and had Noyon under con
ta
tinual fire, rendering it almost unten
American regiment sent to
first
The
able.
Twenty-seventregular infront the Siberia, the
On the Solssons-Relm- s
Vladi
fighting was mostly confined to repeat fantry from Manila, landed at
Yankees
Thursday,
and
other
vostok
Americans
on
the
attacks
ed but futile
at Flames, Fismette and the neighbor are on the way.
s
in eastern SiThe
ing region. Artillery of both sides was
beria now have the assistance of Brit
very active along the Vesle river.
ish and French forces which landed at
ta
Although the Picardy offensive was Vladivostok and joined them In the
In western
slowed up somewhat, army officers see Usurl river valley. Those
engaged
reported
as
were
last
Siberia
on
down
the
letting
of
a
no Indication
part of Marshal Foch. On the con in a desperate battle with a large bol
trary, they predict that another great shevlk army.
A long step forward In the moral
drive will come soon, either In Flan
ders or between the Oise and Soissons, support of these fighting Czechs and
who are In
and expect movements of far greater of their fellow nationals
Austria-Hungarwas
scope in the near future. The Ger rebellion against
Britby
recognition
Great
formal
the
acman high command seems to have
s
as an al
cepted defeat and to be trying to get nin of the
out of its difficulties as best it may, lied nation and of their armies as an
The effect of this on the morale of the allied force regularly waging warfare
It is
soldiery is quite evident in the prls against the central powers.
oners taken, and Its effect in Germany hoped and believed America and other
is reflected in the press, which admits allied nations will follow the example
failure on the west front, as else of Great Britain.
Last week's dispatches told of furl
where.
ous
and bloody riots against the Ger
In
was
week
announced
It
Early
the
that the First American field army, of mans In several Russian cities, caused
five corps, had been constituted with by the attempts of the Huns to seize
General Pershing as commander.
It foodstuffs..
ais understood that this army will by
off
The activities of German
Itself hold the eastern part of the line,
to Alsace, and some officers believe an the Atlantic const have grown so andrive east of Verdun may noying that the cabinet Is said to have
devoted a long meeting to discussing
wmt soon.
n

n

counter-revolutionist- s,

h

Czecho-Slovak-

y

Czecho-Slovak-

t-
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of American

thera and the ways of combating
them. The submarines. In addition to
sinking a number of steamers and at
tacking others, In some cases only a
few miles from the harbor of New
York, also destroyed a considerable
number of fishing vessels off New Eng
land. Several fights with these
were reported and it was believed that
at least one of them was sunk. What
was believed to be a gns attack on
the coast guard station and lighthouse
on Smith's Island, South Carolina, In
which several men were overcome, hns
not yet been explained though the
theory that the poison gas came from
Presuma submarine was discarded.
ably the fact that our naval vessels
are pretty busy on convoy duty accounts
for the comparative Immunity of these
along the Atlantic coast.
The steady decline of the German
submarine campaign Is emphasized by
the official reports on sinkings and
shipbuilding for July. The allied and
neutral shipping sunk during the month
amounted to 270,000 tons, compnred
with 534,839 tons sunk in July, 1917.
During the month the allied nations
constructed a tonnage In excess of
280,000 to that destroyed by enemy op

eratlons.

ta
r
bill
The administration's
extending the draft age to eighteen
years was reported to
and forty-fiv- e
the senate Thursday and that body
prepared to take it up and act on it
speedily.
Chairman Chumberlaln In
reporting the measure said General
March told the military affairs committee that he believed 4,000,000 Americans under one commander could go
through the German Unes whenever
they pleased and that If the ages are
fixed as asked, the voluntary enlistment system automatically ends. He
also said all the men called for active
service under the amended act would
be In France by next June. The new
American war program, it was revealed, calls for 80 divisions, or about
8,000,000 men, in France and 18 more
divisions in training in America, by
man-powe-

June

SO, 1919.

told the senate
Mr. Chamberlain
that President Wilson's program called
for concentration of American forcea
on the western front, Including Italy,
and that the theory of the fighting In
the future is that we must force the
issue and win on the western front
The bill as reported contains a work
or fight provision to which organized
labor, through Samuel Gompers, has
filed emphatic objection.
The Immediate need for more fighting men Induced the president to issue
on Wednesday a proclamation calling
for the registration, on August 24, of
all young men who shall have become
twenty-on- e
years of age between June 5
last and that day. This extra enrollment, It is believed, will Include about
of whom are fit
150,000 men, one-hafor military duty.
lf

t- aChalrman KItchin and other members of the house ways and means
committee being wedded to the Idea
that the best way to raise more revenue is to Increase the excess profits
tax, rather than to Impose a war prof-It- s
tax, Secretary of the Treasury
was compelled to go before the
committee with a mass of figures to
sustain his contention that the war
profits tax method is the best and only
fair one. In reply to KItchln's assertion that a war profits tax was "only
camouflage to let out the big fellows"
the secretary produced figures to show
that In a great majority of cases the
war profits tax would fall more heavily on the large concerns than would
the excess profits tax, which, If fixed
at 80 per cent as the committee proposed, be said would touch not more
than one of the large corporations. He
favors the continuance of the existing
excess profits tax, with corrections but
without Increase. He also urged heavier levies on unearned incomes than
on earned incomes, and the imposition
of a tax upon servants as luxuries.
The secretary Impressed on the
committee the necessity of passing the
new revenue bill before September 28,
the date set for launching the fourth
Liberty loan campaign, saying that
further delay would Jeopardize the
ability of the treasury to sell sufficient
treasury certificates to finance it in
the Intervals between .the Liberty
loans. In Washington most of the delay in passing the measure Is expect,
ed to develop In the senate.
Mc-Ad-
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I will offer at Public Auction at
miles East of Mills, 11 E of Koy,

These are very Aítractive
CASH PMC

en
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Wed. August 28, 1918,
At 10 o'clock, A. M.
The Following Property

6 HORSES & MARES 6
Span work Horses 5&6yrs. wt.

A saving of

7Ib.-8oz-

V

80c per Gal..
40c per
1-- 2

reg, price $1.25 for 90cts.
5 gal., ",' ', $1.75
$1.25
l.

"Red Raven"Corn and
Cane Syrup, per. Gal. 90c

Standard Dried Peaches,

2-ro- w

2 lb. for 25C.

s;

Regur Price,

per.

171-2- c

45c

1-- 2

on

Floersheim Íii ercantile Co

dition.

CHICKENS;

1

int. 300-A- . wheat straw.
42Acres extra good Corn
6A. row cane; 14A. Feter
ita, 10 acre good sowed
Cane, 15 A. Millet, 26a,
of good Beans;

I

!

will sell

WE D

LvJL

3 Cows

JL

1

North

JLSJLVW

o

Mule 3yrs old

Iron-gre- y

:

Extra Milch Cow, & calí; Jersey
cow fresh soon,
Cow,
3-yr-o-

9

ld

HOUSEHOLD GOODS

1--

4

Feed wagon with rack,

farm wagon;

Disc-Gan-

5-ho-

Ifl-hnl-

Go-Devil-

Cook stove, Heater, large Kitchen

g,

le

s,

--

Cupboard, Kitchen Cabinet, Sewing Machine, Tables, Chairs, Beds,
and other articles.

HOU
New Kitchen Range,

w

rr O D
n

heating stove,

0 OD

Chairs, etc.

Kitchen Cabinet,

iDQs

TERMS

vr

y,

&
Emerson
Grain DrilL
p
Grain Drill.
Van Rmnf
new; 2 Hoosier Corn Planters with furrow openers, bOtooth
2
harrow, 2 row Bean harvester; new steel barrel; Grind Stone, Cook-Shac- k
3

Auctioneer,
Lunch served at noon.

'While I was in Ashland, Kansas'
a gentleman overheard me Fpeakingof
Uuimberlaln.s Colic and Diarrhoea
Remedy, "writej W.lliara whitelaw. of
Dea Moines, Iowa. "IIo told me in
detail of what it had done for his fara-ilLut more especially his daughter
wlio was lying at tho point of death
wan h uolent. attack of dysentery,
" id had Letn f'ven up by the family
physician. Some of his neighbors advised hiiu to give Chamberlain's Colic
and Diarrhoea Remedy, which ho did,
and fully believes that py doing so
saved tho life of his child. He stated
thath? hid also used this remedy himself with gratifying results."

15 N.E. of ROY, N.M., on

Span of good work Mules wt. 23001bs.
9501bs. bay Mare, lQOQlbs.

Mills, N.M.

settled for
Col. F. O. WHITE, Mills, N. M.,

Cure For Dysentery

Sale to begin 10. A. M., shar- p- 'Hoover Time' the following- - Property-

3

A credit of 6 months will be given on all sums over $10.
Purchaser giving bankable note or approved Security, with- out interest if paid when due. If not paid when due, to bear
11 terest at the rate of 12 percent from date of sale until paid
10 percent discount for cash on sums over $10.00. Sums un- der $10.00 Cash in hand. No property to be removed until

'

at Public Auction, at my farm 8 miles East,
of MILLS,

con
this crop is all in first-clas- s
dition with plenty of moisture
to mature it.1-- interest in crop
to be delivered to Wilson Co.,

F. G. Godcha

"

I can loan you MONEY on your

Final Receipt as well as on Patented or Deeded land. Come let
us talk to you about your loan.

ft

i

1-- 2

Fink Gunn has nearly complot
ed the carpenter work on the
Brown residence which lias kept
him busy all summer.
lie will
help the boys on the farm for
his vacation when i t is finished.

te,

Gasoline Cans

l-4- in.

Physician in Charge.

J. E. WILDMAN,
Loan and Insurance Agency,
Office at residence,
ROY, N.M.

this purchase,

5c on

"Sharp's" Patent oil and

all-leath- er

1
S

SAME IN GALLON CANS,
for $1.00
V

"Orange-Top"Sorghum-Substitu-

e,

en

Already Cooked and Sweetened, 20oz.
This is cheaper than you
can huy Prunes by the pound today.

20c

Powder, per pkg.

Riding Culti90
vator newGo-DevilHeader-BargBean
tooth Harrow,
Box; 3 sets heavy
harness
set Buggy Harness; All this machinery used but 1 year and in good con
9-Doz-

Griffon Prepared Prunes

.

Reg. 31b. Pyramid Soap

McCormick Header '18 model:Van
Brunt Grain Drill, 12 disc; 3
wide-tir- e
'Webber' farm wagon,
Studebaker w.t. new; Spring Wagon
g
J-Plow;
Planter
s,

pun-has-

Regular

fine relish,

net, for 20cts.

Farm Machinery

furrow-opener-

ill's

on

5c

New Mexico.
Eyes Tested and Glasses
Correctly Fitted.
CARUS PLUMLEE,

ROY,

price 2 for 25c. We will sell, while they
4 for 25c.
last, 2 for 15c.

5c on. this purchase.

A saving of

4 extra good Milk Cows, 2 with
sucking calves; 3yr. old cow
fresh soon, brindle Cow with 2
calves, good bull calf, 8 months;

with

saving

of

Old'Buch Cleanser
3 Cans for 25c.

10 CATTLE 10

disc-gan-

SailCe, A very

for 2Sc
A

Plumlee Hospital

Griffon Tomato and Chili

Matches

4 Boxes

2600;black horse,5yrs, 1200!bs
roan Mare, 7yrs, 1200 lbs;
brown Mare, lOyrs, 1350; bay
Mare lOyrs, 11501bs.

D.

3am. I will sell his
Cadillac or will trade it for Sheep
or Cattle,
If you are interested call on
J. FLOERSHEIM, Roy N.M.

And should appeal to everybody who
Knows real value in Merchandise.

Hoover Time

--

FOR SALE, CADILLAC CAR

at a sacrifice. On account of my
son, Irving Floersheim, having
anlistc-- in the service of Uncle

100 Acres Beans, 70 Acres Corn
O.l-Sr- l to he delivered to Wilson (JO.

,

Mills, N. M.
mature it.

This crop is all good with plenty of moisture to
TERMS OF SALE
A, credit of 5 months without interest on sums over $10.00 Purchaser giving bankable
note or approved Security, bearing 12 percent interest from date if not'paid when due
10 percent discount for cash on all sums over $10.00 if paid on date of sale,
No property to be removed until settled for.
Sums of $10, and under, cash

Col. F. O. WHITE, Auctioneer MilIs,JN.M.

V

R. V.

ROSE,

Owner.

11

7rraf"

,

